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The first woman to serve on the faculty of
Harvard University and widely considered
the founder of occupational and industrial
medicine, Alice Hamilton (M.D. 1893) was
no stranger to blazing trails.
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DEPRESSION RESPECTS NO
intellectual, economic or cultural
boundaries. It strikes our students and
accomplished physicians. Too often
those affected wage a private battle
with depression — in silence, out of
fear of what those around them might
think.
The power of stigma is not absolute,
but it can be a tremendous barrier to
getting individuals the mental health
treatment they need. When those people are themselves physicians or future
physicians, the fears are not only for
the present, but also the future: What
would my attending think? Would my
peers consider me less of a physician?
Will my career be derailed if someone finds out? While most physicians treat
depressed patients effectively and with compassion, our medical culture — just
like the larger American culture of which it is part — fosters a complicit silence
about their own mental health, a silence born of stigma.
The Berlin Wall of mental health, stigma will be broken down only as the
culture that nurtures it changes. As we know with so many physical disorders,
treatments can allow patients to lead normal, productive lives. We must continue
to extend this realization to mental health as well, and further to recognize that
physicians, for all their healing abilities and medical expertise, are in the end
every bit as human, vulnerable — and treatable — as the patients they care for
every day.

Published three times a year by the
U-M Medical School and the Office of
Medical Development and Alumni Relations, 1000 Oakbrook Dr., Suite 100, Ann
Arbor, MI, 48104, (734) 998-7705,
medicineatmichigan@umich.edu.
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difference in her chance to survive.

proved to be far less nerve-racking and

house, I always send a mental “thank you

more rewarding than I had anticipated.

for all you do” to ride along with them.

Critical Care
in the Air

rounds sessions. These experiences

When I hear the “chopper” go over my

Charlotte J. Wyche
Chelsea, Michigan

About 6-8 years ago, I spotted a familiar face among physicians at a pediatric
grand rounds lecture at Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center in San Jose, Cali-

Also
• Proteins, Good and Bad
• CMe and Coi at the U-M

fornia. (I’ve been a pediatrician in the
I work with the Survival Flight team

South Bay/San Jose area since 1982.)

when they provide transport for us

The familiar face was that of Dr. Oliver.

SURVIVAL FLIGHT — MORE TO SAY

during organ recovery cases. The pilots,

After many years, he still maintained the

There is much more that could be

nurses and dispatch personnel in Sur-

energy and interest to assist SCVMC

said about the history and evolution of

vival Flight all do a great job!

peds residents as a visiting scholar. My

Survival Flight (“Saving Lives in the Sky,”

Larry Slate
Transplant Donation Specialist
U-M Transplant Center

condolences go out to his family.

fall 2010). I write to call attention to one
more unique and important aspect of
Survival Flight operations, and that is

In this same issue, I read the brief
story about Dr. Josip Matovinovic. As
medical students, each of us was asked

the weekly Tuesday morning confer-

to select a faculty member to be our

ence (“grand rounds”) at which flights

REASON TO CELEBRATE

personal advisor. Having heard Dr. M in

are discussed, issues raised, problems

We are celebrating our 29th year of

clinical medicine lectures, I asked him if

solved, and all participants learn from

cancer survivorship courtesy of the

he would be my advisor. He readily as-

one another. This set the tone for Sur-

University of Michigan! Gene now

sented. Some weeks later, I and several

vival Flight to be a learning organization.

volunteers as part of colon cancer

of his other “advisees” were invited to

Credit for this goes to the late James R.

prevention research (nutrition) at the

dinner at his home. This was a won-

Mackenzie, M.D., who was the surgeon

University of California, Irvine, and we

derful surprise and change from our

and first director of the Emergency

also volunteer with medical students.

daily routines. We enjoyed a delicious

Service (now Department of Emergency

We, too, prefer the print edition of

home-cooked meal, and Mrs. (Natalie)

Medicine) who was instrumental in get-

Medicine at Michigan — an A+ publica-

Matovinovic was a warm and welcom-

ting the program off the ground in 1983.

tion! Keep up the good work!

ing host. Some 33-and-a-half years

Richard E. Burney, M.D.
Professor of Surgery, U-M Medical School

Gene and Bea Anderson
Anaheim, California

belatedly, I’d like to thank Mrs. M for
her graciousness, and for welcoming us
into her home.

My beloved niece was one of the H1N1

CONDOLENCES AND GRATITUDE

cases mentioned in the article. She died

I read with sadness in the fall 2010

two weeks later, but I know that the team

issue about the passing of Dr. William

did everything they could to try to make a

Oliver, chair of pediatrics during my
regular pediatric rotation as an M3 in
1977, and during my chosen pediatrics

Letters to the editor may be sent to
rkrup@umich.edu or 1000 Oakbrook
Dr., Suite 100, Ann Arbor, MI, 48104,
and may be edited for clarity or length.

sub-internship as an M4. During my M3
rotation, I was put on the hot seat twice
as “difficult case presenter” for Dr. Oliver
— I led Saturday morning peds grand

Hanley J. Yoffee (M.D. 1978)
San Jose, California

To opt-out of a print subscription to
Medicine at Michigan and instead
receive e-mail notification when a
new issue appears online, send an
e-mail with your name and address to
medicineatmichigan@umich.edu with
“opt-out of print” in the subject line.
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In the Lab

Skinny Worms
Live Longer

stimulates overall protein production.

shifts, the cell may respond in other

This similarity suggests that whatever

lifespan-extending ways.

scientists learn about how drr-2 works

Hsu and his colleagues found that

in roundworms may apply to the hu-

drr-2 plays a key role in protein synthe-

man version of the gene as well.

sis, and that reducing the gene’s activity
slowed down protein production. What’s

EAT LESS, LIVE LONGER! THAT’S NOT A

Both genes function in a signaling

rallying cry for the latest fad diet; it’s the

pathway called the TOR pathway that

more, simply silencing the gene was

conclusion from decades of solid sci-

senses nutrient levels in cells and is be-

enough to increase lifespan in round-

entific research. Study after study has

lieved to mediate the anti-aging effect

worms. Taken together, these results

demonstrated that drastically reducing

of dietary restriction.

suggest that drr-2 plays an essential role

food intake lengthens the lifespan of

“In the mammalian system, TOR

in the TOR pathway, controlling both
protein synthesis and longevity.

laboratory animals from roundworms

senses the level of amino acids in a cell,

to rhesus monkeys and often delays the

and the cell makes changes in re-

onset of age-related diseases.

sponse,” Hsu explains. “If nutrients are

initiating protein synthesis are impor-

“We’ve shown that genes involved in

low, TOR initiates a cascade of signaling

tant,” Hsu says. “The next step is to learn

tion must be cut by 30 to 40 percent.

events that eventually turns off protein

exactly how genes control longevity by

That may be OK for roundworms, but

synthesis, so non-essential proteins are

manipulating protein synthesis. Eventu-

it’s unappealing and downright imprac-

not produced when energy is low.” At

ally, we hope to discover or develop

tical for most of us, so U-M scientists

the same time, maintenance and repair

drugs that target key points in the

like Ao-Lin Hsu, Ph.D., are trying to find

mechanisms are ramped up to keep

TOR pathway, so we can all live longer

other ways to achieve the same effects

existing proteins working properly. In

without having to eat less.” —NANCY

in humans.

addition to making these energy-saving

ROSS-FLANIGAN

The catch is that calorie consump-

MORE ON THE WEB

“The ultimate goal is to find something that can fool our body into thinking
we are being restricted, but without the
actual restriction,” says Hsu — an assistant professor of internal medicine and
of molecular and integrative physiology.
To do this, Hsu and his team are
studying a gene called drr-2 and trying
to understand how it affects longevity. In
recent research, they found that making
drr-2 underactive or overactive was
pan of Caenorhabditis elegans — a tiny
roundworm often used in aging research
because it shows many of the same
age-associated changes seen in higher
organisms, but lives for just two weeks.
According to Hsu, the roundworm
gene drr-2 is analogous to the human
gene elF4H, which holds the genetic in4

structions to make a small protein that

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

Ao-Lin Hsu

SCOTT GALVIN, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

enough to lengthen or shorten the lifes-

The Pull of Pleasure
KNOW SOMEONE WHO CAN’T SEEM
to resist temptation? Maybe a friend
who’s trying to quit smoking, but still
reaches for a cigarette with her morning coffee? A new study by scientists

Shelly Flagel

in the U-M’s Molecular and Behavioral
Neuroscience Institute and at the
Using microsensors implanted in

University of Washington suggests

ing session, rats were repeatedly

why some people find it easier to

presented with a lever, immediately

the rats’ brains, the scientists moni-

overcome addiction than others.

followed by a banana-flavored food

tored dopamine production. Rats that

pellet.

were attracted to the lever experi-

Shelly Flagel (Ph.D. 2003), an
MBNI research investigator, and her

“The rats didn’t have to do any-

enced an extra surge of dopamine,

colleagues used rats to study impulse

thing to receive the food reward, it

while rats that just hung around the

control and its relationship to brain

simply always followed the lever,”

food tray did not.

levels of dopamine, a chemical that

Flagel explains. “Some rats attributed

signals pleasure. The brain releases

motivational value to the lever and

the study could explain why people

dopamine when we experience some-

approached and manipulated it as if it

who experience pleasure from an

thing rewarding (delicious food) or an

were the food itself; while others sim-

environmental cue find it harder to

environmental cue that predicts the

ply treated the lever as a predictor of

resist temptation, and why addicts

reward (smells in Grandma’s kitchen).

reward and immediately approached

or people with brain disorders have

the food tray upon being presented

more trouble controlling impulsive

with the lever.”

behavior. —CMW

Flagel and her colleagues designed
an experiment where, during a train-

If human brains respond similarly,

MORE ON THE WEB

PREDICTING PROTEINS
HERE’S A FUN BRAIN TEASER FOR YOU:

Most of us wouldn’t even understand the question. But

What is the three-dimensional shape and function of a

Yang Zhang, Ph.D., associate professor of computational

protein made up of these amino acids?

medicine and bioinformatics, tackles problems like this

SCOTT SODERBERG, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

every day. Zhang and his associates are so good at pre-

MVLSEGEWQLVLHVWAKVEADVAGHGQD
ILIRLFKSHPETLEKFDRVKHLKTEAE

dicting protein structure and function, they’ve placed first

MKASEDLKKHGVTVLTALGAILKKKGHHE
AELKPLAQSHATKHKIPIKYLEFISE

translate strings of amino acid sequence code into three-

AIIHVLHSRHPGNFGADAQGAMNKALEL
FRKDIAAKYKELGYQG

so the ability to predict structure from sequence is impor-

in three worldwide scientific competitions.
Zhang and colleagues create computer algorithms to
dimensional protein structures. It’s more than an academic
exercise. A protein’s shape determines its function in cells,
tant for drug discovery and biomedical research. Approximately 15,000 scientists from 89 countries use Zhang’s
algorithms in their research. —SP

MORE ON THE WEB
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Bisiklet for Haiti

time off prior to graduating and begin-

means of travel for many of its poverty-

ning their medical careers.

stricken residents is by foot.

So why embark on such an ambitious

A Christian mission organization

endeavor when many of his classmates

opened the first incarnation of the clinic

ON APRIL 4, U-M MEDICAL STUDENT

will be taking a much-needed break?

in 2002, but it closed in 2008 due to

Jeff Crawford dipped the rear tire of his

Crawford, who plans to specialize in

lack of funding and leadership. Human-

bike in the Pacific Ocean. Then he began

general surgery, explains, “Two of my

ity First, a human development and

a 2,965-mile ride eastward.

biggest passions are working to provide

disaster relief organization headquar-

medical care in Haiti and cycling. I’ve

tered in London, England, reopened the

ti and the tragedies that have recently

volunteered at Cloud Forest for the past

clinic shortly after the 2010 earthquake

befallen the Caribbean island nation —

8 years and I’ve fallen in love with the

and renamed it Cloud Forest Medi-

including an earthquake, hurricane, and

people of Haiti.”

tkkkkkkkkkkkk
cal Clinic
for the unique beauty of its

Motivated by his previous work in Hai-

ensuing cholera outbreak — Crawford,

Access to Western medicine for the

location. Since then, an average of 50

from Northville, Michigan, is spending

roughly 40,000 people of Seguin would

patients per day seek care at the clinic

five weeks cycling across the country

be extremely challenging without the

for conditions such as hypertension,

to raise money and awareness for the

clinic. Though located only about 20

upper respiratory infections, intestinal

Cloud Forest Medical Clinic in Seguin

miles from the capital of Port-au-Prince,

parasites, diarrheal illnesses and urinary

(say-GEN). His trip takes place during a

the city sits atop a plateau in an agricul-

tract infections. A majority of patients

period when all fourth-year students get

tural mountainous region, and the only

are children younger than age 9.
“My goal is to raise $30,000 for
Humanity First,” Crawford says, “to
maintain the clinic for another year and
improve health care in Seguin.”
Crawford’s journey, which he calls
“Bisiklet for Haiti” (bisiklet is the Creole
word for bicycle), has him pedaling an
average of 80 miles per day, though he
takes occasional days off to rest. He
plans to camp along the way, but has
also gratefully accepted a few offers of
beds and couches to crash on in the
cities he’s passing through. His trip
began in Huntington Beach, California,
and concludes on May 10 in Charleston,
South Carolina, where he’ll dip his front
tire in the Atlantic. Three days later, he’ll
WITH MARIE FROST

Jeff Crawford
on a previous
bike trip in
Colorado

To view Crawford’s route and stories and
photos from the road, or to learn how you
can get involved, visit www.BisikletHaiti.com,
or follow him on Twitter @BisikletHaiti.

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

COURTESY OF JEFF CRAWFORD

receive his M.D. —CLAIRE NORTHWAY

Connecting
Galens Alumni

The Hippo
A LIVELY AND PROVOCATIVE STUDENT-RUN LITERARY AND VISUAL ARTS
magazine is providing U-M medical students with a creative outlet for original
works of fiction, nonfiction, art, photography and humor.

YOU MAY HAVE SEEN THEM IN THEIR

The Hippo, whose name is derived from the Hippocratic Oath, is now enter-

red ponchos on Ann Arbor sidewalks

ing its third year of publication under founding editors-in-chief Owen Albin

in early December, handing out

and Priya Rajdev, both second-year

colorful tags in exchange for dona-

students.

tions to C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital

From gripping accounts of medi-

and local charities, but how much do

cal missions to humorous sketches

you know about U-M Galens Medi-

to high quality photography, The

cal Society members? In addition

Hippo serves up the “other side”

to raising approximately $65,000

of budding clinicians and

annually during Tag Days, the stu-

researchers. Sponsored by the

dent service and social organization

U-M Center for the History

also produces the Smoker play each

of Medicine and the Medical

spring, provides loans to help defray

School’s Office of Student

residency interviewing costs for

Programs, The Hippo can

students, and organizes events to fa-

be found at www.the-hippo.

cilitate interaction between students

com. —RK

and faculty.
Now Galens members have another
project ahead of them: Planning
events and activities to celebrate
the group’s centennial anniversary in

NIH Funds at Record High

2014. The first step is reaching out to
alumni members.
Fourth-year student and current

U-M MEDICAL SCHOOL PHYSICIANS AND SCIENTISTS ARE REACHING NEW
heights in funding from the National Institutes of Health. According to recent

Galens president Isabel Abella is

data, during federal fiscal year 2010 the school’s faculty brought in a record

working to collect contact informa-

$368.7 million in NIH funds. The figure places U-M ninth on the national list of

tion from former Galens members

medical schools to receive NIH funding, and fourth among medical schools affili-

to create a directory which will

ated with public universities.

keep them connected. “Through the

Additionally, the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center received the most grant

years, the alumni information was

funding from the NIH National Cancer Institute, among all medical schools in the

lost as graduating presidents left for

country. U-M cancer researchers received $87.5 million in grants from the NCI in

residency,” she explains. “I want to

the 2010 fiscal year.

ensure Galens alumni know about

“We are pleased to announce that each year our faculty and researchers

the events we’re planning for the

attract significant funding for this important work. This achievement reflects

centennial.”

incredible effort by thousands of faculty, staff, trainees and students,” says Medi-

Galens alumni can reconnect by

cal School Dean James O. Woolliscroft, M.D. (Residency 1980). “We are especially

visiting www.umich.edu/~galens/

pleased to be able to bring significant funding to Michigan to help build the foun-

alumni.shtml. —MF

dation for the state’s long-term economic growth.” —MF
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Changing the Face of Cancer Research
SOCIETY’S ATTITUDE TOWARD

money for research, they want a say in

member. “We try to ensure that studies

breast cancer has changed significantly

how that money is spent. At the National

are patient-focused and that the needs

since 1974 when then-First Lady Betty

Cancer Institute, patient advocates work

and issues of patients come first. Most of

Ford announced that she’d had a mas-

alongside physicians and scientists on

our concerns involve informed consent,

tectomy. Before then, the words “breast”

study committees to review grant pro-

ethical questions and limiting the burden

and “cancer” were rarely spoken in

posals and decide which get funded.

on patients who volunteer for studies.”

polite society. “Saying you had breast

Members of the Breast Cancer Advo-

“We talk about the ‘shell-shocked look’

cancer then was a matter of shame,”

cacy and Advisory Committee (BCAAC)

of the newly diagnosed who often are

says Daniel F. Hayes, M.D., the Stuart

play a similar role in the U-M Compre-

overwhelmed with information,” says

B. Padnos Professor of Breast Cancer

hensive Cancer Center. The commit-

Ruth Freedman, another 25-year survivor

Research and director of the U-M Breast

tee’s main job is “to help us design and

who co-chairs the committee and volun-

Oncology Clinic.

conduct clinical trials in a way that fits

teers as a peer counselor. “We can offer

the priorities of people who participate

personal experience, hope and support.”

Today, many former patients identify

Anyone is welcome to attend monthly

themselves proudly as breast cancer

in and benefit from them,” says Hayes,

survivors, and are active in peer support,

who established the committee in 2004.

committee meetings at the Cancer

“Our research role is to represent the

Center, says Freedman. But regular

fundraising and patient advocacy.

patients who will participate in these

participation in meetings and educa-

how breast cancer research is con-

studies,” says Jane Perlmutter, a 25-year

tion programs are required to become

ducted in the U.S. Not only do they raise

breast cancer survivor and committee

a full-fledged member of the group. To

Patient advocates have even changed

facilitate their continuing education,
Hayes pays travel expenses for fullfledged committee members to attend
2
one scientific conference on breast
cancer research each year.
As patient advocates assumed more
responsibility for funding decisions,
some scientists worried that the scientific quality of research would suffer.
“There was this huge fear that we’d
be studying whether boysenberry jam
cures cancer,” Hayes says. “But women
established training programs and rules
for legitimacy for advocates.
“It’s a pretty sophisticated group,”
Hayes adds. “I’ve found their input to be
legitimate and rigorously scientifically
based. In fact, I’ve been on committees
Ruth Freedman and Daniel Hayes

where the advocate knew more than I5
did.” —SALLY POBOJEWSKI

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN
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were sensitive to this criticism and

Health Briefs
An Antibiotic for IBS
Here’s one way to slash $35 milTHIRTY MILLION AMERICANS LIVE

lion from the annual U.S. health

with the abdominal pain, bloating,

care budget: Stop the common

diarrhea or constipation of irritable

practice of sending excised tonsils

bowel syndrome. Changing diet or

to a pathologist for examination.

taking fiber supplements often doesn’t

Analyzing data from 5,235 U-M

provide relief.

tonsillectomies, U-M investigators
found that pathologists detected

Now IBS patients may have another
option: an antibiotic called rifaximin. In

William Chey

just 18 cases of cancer or other

recent randomized, controlled clinical

diseases in the tonsils — all of

trials, taking rifaximin for two weeks

which were suspected before sur-

relieved symptoms for about 40 percent

William Chey, M.D. (Fellowship 1993), a

gery. Precious health care dollars

of 1,260 IBS patients enrolled in the

professor of internal medicine and one

might be better spent elsewhere,

study. Symptom relief continued for up

of several researchers who participated

suggests Marc Thorne, M.D. (Resi-

to 10 weeks after taking the medication.

in the study.

dency 2006), who led the study.
MORE ON THE WEB

Although the cause of IBS remains

Rifaximin is a minimally absorbed

unknown, many researchers believe that

antibiotic that stays in the gut. It’s ap-

bacteria in the gut play an important role.

proved by the FDA to treat travelers’

Since antibiotics kill gut bacteria, the new

diarrhea and hepatic encephalopathy.

research findings support this idea.

Rifaximin is marketed by Salix Pharma-

In 2008, the FDA recommended

ceuticals Inc., which funded the clinical

that over-the-counter cough

trials. —SP

and cold products not be used

“It represents a big change in the
way we think about and treat IBS,” adds

MORE ON THE WEB

by infants and children younger
than age 2. But a recent Health

SCOTT SODERBERG, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

When Less is More

System poll found that 61 percent
of parents reported giving them to

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING TESTS ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF TODAY’S MEDICAL

their young children within the last

care, but Adam L. Dorfman (M.D. 1988), clinical assistant professor of pediatrics

12 months. Surprisingly, half the

and of radiology, cautions about using these tests too often with children.

parents said their child’s doctor

Dorfman led a study that tracked how often imaging procedures are used in

told them OTC cough and cold

children and explains that children and infants are more susceptible to the long-

products were safe and effec-

term risks of radiation exposure. “There is often a chance to reduce the dose of

tive. Matthew Davis, M.D., a U-M

radiation given to children, particularly from CT scans,” he says.

physician and children’s health

Researchers examined records from 355,088 children younger than age 18

expert, says health care providers

in five large U.S. health care markets. The research team found that more than

must give clear and consistent

400,000 imaging procedures were performed in just three years; 42.5 percent

information about the dangers of

of the children received at least one procedure and many underwent multiple

OTC products when used by young

tests. Based on this data, the average child would receive more than seven im-

children. —SP

aging procedures by age 18. “Our goal is to raise awareness and start a national

MORE ON THE WEB

dialogue by identifying the overall scope of the problem,” says Dorfman. —SP
MORE ON THE WEB
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One Donor Saves Two Lives
TWO MICHIGAN MEN WERE SAVED BY A SINGLE ORGAN DONOR ON JANUARY 3
when Health System Transplant Center surgeons performed, almost simultaneously, the center’s 499th and 500th lung transplants. Jack Wagner received the 499th
lung transplant in a procedure performed by Rishindra M. Reddy, M.D., assistant
professor of surgery. Dan Roy received the 500th lung transplant. Roy’s surgeon
was Jules Lin, M.D. (Residency 2006), assistant professor of thoracic surgery.
Both Wagner and Roy had Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis — a fatal lung disease for
which there is no treatment. The average survival time after being diagnosed with
IPF is less than three years.
The two men met when they arrived at the Health System after being notified that
a lung was available. Roy told Wagner he was there to get a new left lung. Surprised,

Egg allergies?
No problem.

Wagner replied that he was getting a right lung. They have since discovered that
they share many things in common — they are both Vietnam veterans and auto

THERE’S NO NEED TO GIVE

industry retirees. Both are 64, have three children and have been married more than

preliminary skin tests or divided

40 years.

doses of H1N1 flu vaccine to chil-

Kevin Chan, M.D., medical director of lung transplantation, stressed the important

dren with egg allergies, according

role of the donor’s family, whose generosity in a time of tragedy gave Wagner and

to a recent U-M study. The study

Roy a second chance at life.

included 19 non-egg-allergic

“Thanks shouldn’t go to us, but to the family who made it possible to save two
lives,” he says. “They are the true heroes of this story.”

patients and 105 egg-allergic
pediatric patients — including

The U-M Health System transplants more lungs than any other hospital in Michi-

25 with a history of egg-induced

gan and is ranked in the top third of national lung transplant programs based on

anaphylaxis — a potentially life-

number of operations. —SP

threatening allergic reaction.

MORE ON THE WEB

People with egg allergies often
avoid the H1N1 or seasonal flu
vaccines because they contain
egg protein, but none of the 124
study participants who received
the H1N1 vaccine developed an
immediate or serious reaction.
that administering H1N1 vaccine as a single, full dose without
pretesting or graded challenge is
safe and well tolerated in any type
of egg-allergic patient,” says Matthew J. Greenhawt, M.D., assistant

10

Rishindra Reddy, Jack Wagner,
Dan Roy and Jules Lin
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professor of internal medicine.
—SP

MORE ON THE WEB

LEFT: COURTESY OF THE U-M HEALTH SYSTEM
RIGHT: ANDI BERGER/DREAMSTIME.COM

“Our study offers good evidence

MICHIGAN ANSWERS

ON CALL

The Evolving Field of
Genetic Testing

ERIC BRONSON, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

Wendy R. Uhlmann (M.S. 1987) is a board-certified
genetic counselor in the Medical Genetics Clinic and
clinical assistant professor of internal
medicine and human genetics. Past
president of the National Society
of Genetics Counselors, she currently serves on the Medical
Genetics Working Group
of the Board of Scientific
Counselors of the National
Center for Biotechnology
Information. She updates us here on genetic
testing in the age of the
human genome.
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ON CALL

Q: What is the status of genetic test-

mental factors involved. The fact is that

population risk. A negative test result in

ing today? How comprehensive is it in

genetics isn’t necessarily destiny and

the absence of testing an affected family

terms of diseases and disorders?

for many conditions, you can’t just say

member can be very limiting — you don’t

A: With the Human Genome Project, a

that because you have a specific gene

know if you’re negative because of limita-

lot of progress has been made in terms

change, this is what’s going to happen.

tions in today’s testing technology, or

of gene identification, but there’s been

That’s why genetics expertise is needed

because you didn’t inherit the gene change.

a lag in translating these advances to

in test selection and interpretation,

actual genetic tests. According to the

and why pre- and post-test counseling

Q: What are the pros and cons of

GeneTests database, there are now 595

to make sure patients understand the

undergoing gene testing?

labs testing for 2,247 diseases — 1,981

benefits, risks and limitations of testing

A: It can sometimes mean the end of a

on a clinical basis and 266 on a research

is so important.

long diagnostic journey and put a name

basis. By the time this article comes
out, there will be even more. Most of

Q: What does a positive test result

these tests are for genetic disorders that

mean?

to patients’ symptoms. It can help with
management of care to know that this
is the actual condition in the family and

affect a small proportion of the popula-

A: It means you have found a gene

tion. Testing is advancing at a clip, but

change that causes the genetic condi-

pros are the ability to test other at-risk

there are also limitations in the tests.

tion. Clinical significance depends on

family members which could affect

the genetic condition, test indication,

their care. For example, recommended

and whether the patient is symptomatic

screening for a genetic condition can

Q: What kind of limitations?
A: For many genetic conditions, we

we have proven that with the test. Other

or asymptomatic. Genetic test results

be eliminated for family members who

have limited ability to predict clinical

can be complex. You can have the gene

test negative and initiated for those who

outcomes for identified gene changes

change and not develop symptoms, and

test positive. Knowing results can also

and lack effective treatments. With

family members and others with the

be important for life planning. The cons

some genetic tests, you find “vari-

same gene change can have different

are the limitations and cost of testing,

ants of unknown significance,” which

disease courses.

which may or may not be covered by

means you’ve identified a gene change

insurance, and potential implications

sequence and the clinical significance

Q: And a negative test result?
A: A negative test result in the face of

is unknown. That’s one of the big chal-

known gene mutations in the family

some people may feel that because

lenges: When you see a change in the

can be very reassuring. It can rule out a

they’ve tested negative, they’re in the

DNA sequence, is it a disease-causing

condition or bring you back to the general

clear when, in fact, the test may not

that’s different from the normal DNA

for insurance coverage like life and disability. Another con is false reassurance;

mutation, a rare sequence variant, or
a common polymorphism? Selecting
the right genetic test and lab is critical,
because different labs testing for the
same condition may use different methodologies, different mutation panels,
with different test sensitivities. When
you identify the same gene change in
unrelated and even related individuals,
there can be variability in age of onset
and disease course. That means there
12

have to be other genes and environ-
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THE FACT IS THAT GENETICS ISN’T
NECESSARILY DESTINY AND FOR
MANY CONDITIONS, YOU CAN’T
JUST SAY THAT BECAUSE YOU HAVE
A SPECIFIC GENE CHANGE, THIS IS
WHAT’S GOING TO HAPPEN.

identify all gene changes. People can
over-interpret results and think they’re
going to have all these symptoms and
problems; they may not understand
that other factors can have an impact
and there’s still a lot we don’t know.
Many medical tests, like a complete
blood count, affect just the patient, but a
genetic test result can affect other family members, as well as family dynamics
and perceptions of self. There are ethical
issues that arise including testing children, familial disclosure of genetic test
results and whose rights take precedence when testing could reveal carrier

Genetic counseling
graduate student
Jessica Ordonez
consults with
Wendy Uhlmann

status of a family member who does not
want this information known.

Q: Are there specific concerns with
the direct-to-consumer (DTC) test
kits available on the Internet?

A: A genetic test does not take the

summer showed, you can send the same

I think some genetic tests will become

place of a genetics evaluation and risk

sample to different direct-to-consumer

part of the battery of tests for an annual

assessment. The distinction to make is

companies and receive contradictory

physical and others utilized before pre-

that there is genetic testing that’s being

disease risk predictions, which demon-

scribing medications. Currently, there

offered direct-to-consumer that is not

strates the limitations of these tests and

are genetic tests available before proper

offered in clinics and is not standard of

why they are not standard of care.

vetting. I’d like to see the genetics and

ERIC BRONSON, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

care. In addition to significant concerns

I do think DTC companies are here to

medical communities come around

about the genetic tests offered, there

stay. The reach of the Internet, and the

more quickly to say whether they think

are others that center on consumers

availability of home tests like those for

a test is ready for prime time and to

making testing decisions independent

pregnancy and HIV, set a precedent for

establish practice guidelines.

of their doctor, without the context of

consumers testing outside the doctor’s

The NIH is developing a national

their medical and family history and

office. The challenges are to determine

Genetic Testing Registry as a resource

without the medical background to

which genetic tests to offer direct-to-

for not only clinicians but also poten-

make an informed testing decision —

consumer, what information to provide

tially for researchers, the general public

and interpret the results. Another con-

pre- and post-testing and by whom, and

and third-party payers. This centralized

cern is people thinking they’ve had the

the needed oversight so that DTC tests

database of available genetic tests will

genetic test for a specific disease when

are safely integrated into health care.

have links to information important for

in fact what they’ve had is testing for
single nucleotide polymorphisms asso-

Q: Where will further advances in

ciated with disease genes but of limited

genetic testing take us?

predictive value. As the Government

A:

Accounting Office investigation last

tests, allowing us to help more patients.

We’re going to keep developing new

the evaluation and selection of a test,
including analytical and clinical validity.
In short, genetic testing offers much
promise in health care but we have a lot
of work ahead of us.

[M]
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LOOKING BACK

MILESTONES THAT MADE MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

Scientist and Crusader

Alice Hamilton saved many lives in a field she all but created herself
BY JAMES TOBIN

ON THE NIGHT BEFORE HER

first classes at the Medical School in
1892, Alice Hamilton, 22, sat at her
new desk on South Ingalls Street and
composed a long letter to her cousin
and best friend, Agnes.
She was not lonely, she said, “not
very,” for “things are so interesting
that I have not time to be.”
To-morrow I am going to my first lecture,
on Materia Medica, at half past nine. Then
comes one on Surgery, then one on Obstetrics ... After that I suppose I shall drag what
is left of me to dinner and study during the
afternoon, if I have any courage left to study
with. I have not the slightest idea ... whether
I shall find myself utterly deficient or pretty
well advanced. It is so queer to be one of so
many and of such very little importance. I
am absolutely nobody, for the first time in
my life ...

14

Yet she was determined to leave
behind “some definite achievement,
something really lasting ... to make
the world better.”
This “nobody” — a strikingly beautiful young woman from a provincial,
prosperous family in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, so petite that she seemed
“almost fragile” — would become one
of the great figures among Michigan’s
medical graduates, a fighter for public
health credited with saving countless

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

lives in a field of medicine she all but
created by herself.
She did well enough in class that
she earned her diploma in three
semesters instead of the usual four.
The mysteries of disease enchanted
her, but she could not shake her
unease about caring for patients. “I
don’t mind chemicals or frogs even,
or cats,” she said, “but when it comes
to living, feeling people, then I grow
frightened.”
She believed that a woman must
choose a family or a career, and she
unhesitatingly chose the latter. Then,
after internships in Minneapolis and
Boston, she left clinical care to pursue
a career in the laboratory. After more
training in the U.S. and Germany, she
accepted a teaching post in pathology
at the Woman’s Medical School of
Northwestern University.

The move to Chicago proved to
be the hinge of her career, for she
took lodging at Jane Addams’ Hull
House, a mecca for social reformers,
and in the city’s struggling immigrant
neighborhoods, she began to see
connections between disease and its
environment. She captured flies suspected of carrying typhoid; surveyed
boys addicted to cocaine; puzzled
over the spread of tuberculosis. In
1907 and 1908 she led an investigation
of “phossy jaw,” a grim malady that
deformed the faces of men exposed
to white phosphorus in the match
industry. Her work caught the eye
of the state’s reform governor, who
appointed her lead investigator on a
survey of workplace diseases.
She led the investigation of lead
poisoning, which was “like trying to
make one’s way through a jungle ... Of

HAMILTON’S LEAD POISONING
SURVEY — ALONG WITH FINDINGS
ON ARSENIC, BRASS, ZINC, TURPENTINE, CYANIDE AND CARBON
DIOXIDE — LED TO A STATE LAW
TO PROTECT WORKERS FROM
WORKPLACE TOXINS, ONE OF
THE FIRST OF ITS KIND.

Hamilton and a classmate in the
U-M physiology lab, circa 1893

LEFT: FPG/GETTY IMAGES
RIGHT: COURTESY OF THE U-M BENTLEY HISTORICAL LIBRARY

Hamilton at Hull House in
Chicago, circa 1935

course the foremen deny everything
and the men will not talk.” But she
persisted, talking to labor leaders,
druggists, inspectors, neighborhood
doctors. Her survey — along with
findings on arsenic, brass, zinc, turpentine, cyanide, and carbon dioxide
— led to a state law to protect workers
from workplace toxins, one of the first
of its kind.
Moving to the new Department
of Labor just before World War I,
she studied dangers in armaments
factories, airplane manufacturing, and
TNT production. She published the
first book on industrial toxicology.
When David L. Edsall, M.D., the
new dean of medicine at Harvard,
created a program in industrial hygiene
in 1918, he recommended a faculty
appointment for Alice Hamilton. She
would be the first woman on Harvard’s
faculty, Edsall reminded President A.
Lawrence Lowell, who said it was all
right with him as long as “she is really
the best person for it in the country.”
Edsall assured him she was.
“Going to Harvard is very grand,”
she wrote. “If one could wear it as a
decoration, like the Order of the Gar-

ter, I would love it.” Yet even in her
delight she noted that “I am not the
first woman who ought to have been
called to Harvard.”
She gave Harvard 16 years as an
untenured assistant professor. For a
time her old self-doubts reemerged. “I
came brashly into a milieu to which
I was not adequate,” she wrote, “and
tried to fill a place which needed
more brains than I have.” She was
more than adequate. Her chairman
said she knew more about industrial
toxins than anyone in the world. But
the focus of toxicology was shifting to
the laboratory, and many of her male
colleagues scoffed at her field work.
“I have so often felt myself pushed
into obscurity and passed over that I
have almost ceased to fuss over it,” she
wrote her sister.
Her work continued. She exposed
dangers in the electrical and watchdial industries, expanded her investigations of lead, and forced regulation
of the lethal solvent benzene. In the
end, even industrialists joined her
admirers. In 1933, an old hand in the
chemical industry wrote to a friend
about Hamilton in “the old days,”

when “some of your boys used to
think that she was a plain nuisance
and just picking on you for luck.” But
by now, he wrote, they’d be fools to
ignore “the debt that society owes her
for her crusade. I am pretty sure that
she has saved the lives of a great many
girls in can-making plants ...”
Hamilton retired from Harvard in
1935. (Her formal career was closing just
as her older sister Edith was rising to
worldwide fame as the author of bestselling books on ancient history, including
The Greek Way.) She continued to survey
industrial dangers for the Department of
Labor; supported disarmament (until the
Nazi conquest of Europe); and published
a memoir, Exploring the Dangerous Trades,
in 1943.
She died in 1970 at the age of 101. The
Occupational Safety and Health Act
became law three months later. Alice
Hamilton had built its foundation. [M]

Sources include Barbara Sicherman, Alice Hamilton: A Life in Letters (Harvard, 1984) and
Howard Markel, “Exploring the Dangerous Trades
With Dr. Alice Hamilton,” JAMA, vol. 298, no.
23 (December 2007).
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OUR RETURNING TROOPS COME HOME TO FAMILIES WHO HAVE LEARNED TO
MANAGE WITHOUT THEM, JOBS THAT MAY HAVE DISAPPEARED, COMMUNITIES
THAT DON’T UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY’VE BEEN THROUGH, AND SERVICES THAT
THEY MAY NOT EVEN BE AWARE OF, MUCH LESS KNOW HOW TO ACCESS.
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OR MOST OF THE LAST CENTURY,
nearly all of the troops in America’s wars have
been military service members on active duty.
For most of the last decade, upwards of 40 percent of the troops in Iraq and Afghanistan have
been either members of the National Guard or reservists
called to active duty.
When these soldiers are demobilized, they usually don’t
return to a military base, where there are support services onsite and peers who can empathize with the stresses they’ve
endured. They are prime candidates for depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, sleep disturbances, substance abuse
and other mental health problems. And the reluctance that
many civilians feel about seeking assistance is reinforced by
the military’s culture of “we take care of our own.”
Helping them get help by countering entrenched beliefs
and working through that remaining stigma is a key mission
of the University of Michigan’s portion of Welcome Back
Veterans (WBV), a national initiative to address the reintegration challenges of these returnees.
“Once you meet the people who are coming back, you
get very involved,” says Marcia Valenstein, M.D., an associate professor of psychiatry. “You realize how much we’re
asking from these people and their families.”
Valenstein is also a clinician and researcher at the
Veterans Administration Ann Arbor Healthcare System,

director of the U-M Depression Center, where the program
is housed.
Helped considerably by Major Robert Lagrou, a member of the National Guard who was also a child psychiatry
resident at the U-M, the Depression Center and psychiatry
department — and Michigan State University, a frontrunner
in such efforts — had been talking with the Michigan Army
National Guard about what kind of programs might be
most helpful to them. The guard expressed a particular interest in peer outreach and linkage. Valenstein was already
involved in a project within the VA where people who
were in treatment for depression are enlisted to support
each other in addition to receiving their regular treatment.
“The new initiative applied the same soldier-to-soldier
concept in a new way,” she says.
There are two tiers of “buddies” in the system.
Buddy Ones are individuals within each returning unit
who are trained in communication skills and recognizing
signs of difficulty, and charged with staying in regular contact with seven to 10 of their comrades. “The thought was
that these were the people they deployed with, know well,
and trust most,” says Valenstein. “Their buddies check in on
how they’re doing in the same way you might check in on a
friend who has had a difficult experience.”
If there are, indeed, signs of trouble, the returnee
can be referred to a number of resources, including a

THE RELUCTANCE THAT MANY CIVILIANS FEEL ABOUT SEEKING
ASSISTANCE IS, IN THE CASE OF RETURNING SOLDIERS, REINFORCED
BY THE MILITARY’S CULTURE OF ‘WE TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN.’
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where many physicians hold a joint U-M faculty appointment. Because of her considerable experience with peer
interventions there, Valenstein was asked to help write the
application for WBV funding and has been instrumental
in devising and implementing a program called Buddy-toBuddy under the initiative’s auspices.
“The whole premise was that no one can be a more credible source of both support and overcoming the stigma
around asking for help than another veteran who’s been
there,” says John Greden, M.D., the Rachel Upjohn Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences and executive

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

Buddy Two, one of a group that’s also known as Volunteer Veterans. Buddy Twos receive intensive training in
interviewing techniques and how to access resources.
They can maintain confidentiality because they are not
affiliated with the National Guard or governed by its
chain of command.
These volunteers aren’t required to have served overseas
or in combat, but the overwhelming majority of them have,
according to Brandon Brogan, the Buddy-to-Buddy program
coordinator. “Soldiers returning from Iraq and Afghanistan
are far more likely to open up to those who know what it’s

served with — the simple message is, ‘You’re
not alone, treatment works, it’s a sign of real
strength to get help. I would like to help you
do that. I’ll even go with you. Let’s do it.’ ”
According to Brogan, they have definitely
found the right group of veterans.
“We have a fantastic group of volunteers
that go above and beyond any expectation,”
he says. “It’s humbling to see the work these
guys do. A lot of them are Vietnam veterans
who definitely weren’t supported when they
got home, and they’re dedicated to seeing that
doesn’t happen to these veterans.”
That dedication includes attendance at
monthly drill weekends, which both Brogan
and Valenstein cite as a major step forward.
Once guard members see the volunteers on a
regular basis, they get to know them as interested, concerned citizens who are knowledgeable about resources. They have credibility in
advance of any need for their assistance.
“We had to develop trust with the Michigan
Guard before we could have the volunteer veterans go to the drill weekends,” says Valenstein.

John Greden

like to come home and try to transition back,” he says.
Brogan knows whereof he speaks. He’s an ex-Marine who
served three tours of duty in Iraq.
“I got out a little over two years ago and know what it’s
like to return home and try to create a life out of nothing,”
he says. “I was pretty much on my own. I did a fair amount
of research to make sure I knew where to go to get my GI
bill started and how to get VA medical care, but it was quite
time-intensive and not everyone is able to do that.”
While buddies are briefed on the availability of a range
of services from housing to employment, encouraging veterans to seek assistance with psychosocial difficulties carries
an added degree of complexity.
The military has a stigma regarding mental health, Brogan
says, and this is a way of breaking down that stigma. “The
leadership in the military sees the issues and will admit they’re
there, but getting guys on the ground level to admit they have
a mental health issue is a completely different thing.”
“What we would hear from people was, ‘If you haven’t
been there, you don’t get it,’ ” says Greden. “If you can find
the right soldiers — people they identify with, people they

INVISIBLE INJURIES

T

HE LONG-STANDING LINK BETWEEN
the U-M and the VA is an obvious one, and
it began to take on an added dimension when
Greden got a phone call from Fred Wilpon,
a Michigan alumnus and donor. “I think we
actually talked on a Saturday,” says Greden, “which is an
indication of how much someone cares about a topic.”
Wilpon and others interested in the problems being
faced by returning veterans had visited Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washington. He came away impressed
by the sophisticated care that patients were receiving for
their physical injuries, but distressed at what he saw as the
despair and demoralization among those who were coming
back with “invisible injuries” — post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, suicidal thoughts, sleep disturbances.
“The VA is a wonderful system that’s delivering terrific
care,” Greden says, “but not everyone can access a VA
facility, some are not eligible, and some prefer to go outside
the VA for care. The idea was to get some of the interested
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“THE WHOLE PREMISE WAS THAT NO ONE CAN BE A MORE CREDIBLE
SOURCE OF BOTH SUPPORT AND OVERCOMING STIGMA AROUND
ASKING FOR HELP THAN ANOTHER VETERAN WHO’S BEEN THERE.”
universities who had expertise in this area to start working
together with the VA to really jump into this.”
WBV was launched late in 2008 with funding from several
organizations, including the McCormick Foundation and
Major League Baseball Charities. Later, funding was supplemented by the Department of Veterans Affairs. Of the initial

Sheila Marcus
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universities to receive WBV grants, Michigan chose a path
that led to the Buddy-to-Buddy program. “Michigan’s belief
was that addressing stigma issues was necessary before you
could get people into treatment programs, no matter how effective those programs were,” says Jane Spinner, who oversees
the veterans project for the Depression Center. “We chose
to help address those challenges through the peer-to-peer
approach, using military culture to help change the culture.
This program fit well with the expertise of our faculty and
our Depression Center mission.”
The team members recognized that even though many
troubled returnees were isolated in terms of access to
services, their problems did not exist in isolation, nor could
they be addressed that way. Strong Families, in effect a support program for supporters of soldiers, was created to focus
on that need.
“We’re doing a more intensive parenting intervention
for the military service members who have young children
because the impact on children is particularly worrisome,”
Spinner says, “and we saw that the reintegration challenges
faced by military families are just as significant as those of
the returning veterans.”
Not surprisingly, all of those challenges are intertwined.
Every member of a soldier’s family is affected by deployment, and their responses affect the soldier.
“What we’ve found is that both the parent-child dyad
and the marital dyad tend to be pretty fragile in these
families,” says Sheila Marcus (M.D. 1983, Residency 1991),
professor of psychiatry and head of the child and adolescent
psychiatry section, who leads the Strong Families team.
“They really suffer because of the separation and reunion.”
Strong Families participants attend eight weekly sessions.
After a welcoming meal, the children participate in activities supervised by social workers and psychologists, while the
moms and dads go to a parenting course that includes information about sensitivity to children’s cues, attachment security
issues, self-care skills like deep breathing and meditation, and
the availability of services, as well as interactions with other
families who have been through the deployment cycle.

Marcia Valenstein, Jane
Spinner, Brandon Brogan

Marcus’ team also runs support and education groups for
parents at the pre- and post-deployment weekends that the
VA offers its members and their families, and is about to
launch a series of workshops for spouses that will take place
during deployment.
There’s already evidence that these efforts are paying off,
according to Spinner. “We’re just analyzing the data now,”
she says, “but it appears as if we have worked with very distressed families who have greatly benefited in terms of both
the marital relationship and parenting skills.”

S

BRIDGING CULTURE GAPS

UCCESSFULLY LAUNCHING THESE
programs required navigating the differences between the military culture’s emphasis on speedy
implementation and a clearly defined chain of
command, and academia’s more deliberate pace
and fluid leadership structure.
Moreover, says Greden, “Sometimes those of us in
university settings think inaccurately that we provide
every answer, and sometimes those in military units don’t
necessarily want to acknowledge they’re not meeting all the
needs. But we’ve managed to build really strong partnerships across the boundaries of the military leadership, the
VA, and the academic units. We’re pulling it off — Afghanistan and Iraq veterans are getting better access to resources
because we’ve been able to work our way through things.”
It took only eight weeks for Valenstein and her associates

to get the Buddy-to-Buddy program started, although it
took far longer to get the program fully implemented and
embedded. Early on, the Michigan Army National Guard
sought and received funding for the Buddy One portion of
the program and later assumed full responsibility for running it. The U-M continues to operate the Buddy Two tier,
whose members helped about 350 of their peers in 2010, but
the number of veterans touched by the U-M’s work will
soon be vastly higher as more volunteer veterans are trained
and attached to units.
A prior VA-funded study by Valenstein of suicide among
veterans had shown that veterans with mental health
problems were at their highest risk for suicide in the period
immediately following hospital discharge. She notes that
there is now more structural support and close followup for veterans after discharge. Buddy-to-Buddy extends
support to soldiers who may not have full-fledged mental
health difficulties, but need support for successful reintegration. This, in turn, may prevent more severe difficulties
from emerging.
“Intriguingly, I think, the military right now is far more
invested than in the past in partnering with other organizations,” says Greden. “It’s trying to work with civilian resources and communities, and the military leadership has gone out
of its way to try to build bridges with academic settings.”
The results so far are more than merely promising.
“When I found out about this program and the concept
behind it — using veterans as advocates for other veterans —
it made so much sense,” says Brogan, “but I’m still surprised
MORE ON THE WEB
at how effective it is.” [M]
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For patients with rare diseases,
the unknowns are unending,
the diagnoses difficult,
and the treatments often non-existent.
But research is bringing new hope.

DESPERATELY

SEEKING

ANSWERS
By Sally Pobojewski
Illustration by Brian Stauffer
Photography by Scott Galvin
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oping with a life-threatening disease is never
easy. But if only 100 people worldwide have
the disease, everything from getting a diagnosis to finding a treatment becomes much
more difficult.
People with rare diseases can find themselves trapped in
an endless maze of doctors’ visits, diagnostic procedures and
treatments that don’t work. The financial and emotional
costs can be devastating as they continue to get sicker, but
no one knows why and nothing seems to help.
The sad fact is that there are no treatments for most rare
diseases. According to the National Institutes of Health,
FDA-approved treatments exist for only about 200 of 6,800
rare diseases, which are defined as diseases affecting fewer
than 200,000 Americans.
While the number of people with any single rare disease is small, the big picture tells a different story. In the
U.S. alone, at least 25 million people — or nearly 8 percent
of the population — are affected by some type of rare
disease.
Thanks to recent scientific advances, researchers now realize that even common killers like cancer, diabetes or cardiovascular disease are not single entities, but rather clusters
of rare diseases with related symptoms. For this reason,
many U-M scientists believe that research on rare diseases
could lead to important insights into how to diagnose and
treat common diseases. Therapies developed to treat rare
diseases today could turn out to be the blockbuster drugs of
tomorrow.
The U-M Medical School has a history of achievement in
all aspects of rare disease research from laboratory science to
clinical care. U-M scientists have identified the genetic and
metabolic defects associated with rare disorders like cystic
fibrosis, Crohn’s disease, Hirschsprung’s disease, and hereditary spastic paraplegia. Patients with Wilson’s disease and
follicular non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma are benefiting today
from new drugs and diagnostic tools developed and tested
in U-M labs and clinics.
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T

he future began to look brighter for people
with rare diseases when Congress passed the
Orphan Drug Act in 1983. It provided tax
credits and market incentives for pharmaceutical companies, which made it profitable to
develop and test new drugs for small numbers of patients.
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Since 1983, the FDA has approved 350 of these so-called
“niche drugs” to treat patients with 200 rare diseases, and
others are currently being tested in clinical trials. One of
them was developed by James Shayman, M.D., and his colleagues in the U-M Medical School.
Shayman studies lysosomal storage diseases, a group of
42 related disorders with one thing in common: Cells and
body tissues are damaged by fatty substances that build up
to toxic levels in lysosomes, which process cellular waste.
For reasons scientists don’t understand, different types of
these diseases attack different organs in the body.
“People with Gaucher disease, for instance, develop massive enlargement of the spleen and liver, severe bone disease

(

According to the National
Institutes of Health,
FDA-approved treatments
exist for only about 200
of 6,800 rare diseases,
which are defined as
diseases affecting fewer than
200,000 Americans.

)

and significant anemia,” explains Shayman, a U-M professor
of internal medicine and of pharmacology. “Patients with
Fabry disease have renal failure and neuropathy. In infants
born with Tay-Sachs disease, fatty substances destroy nerve
cells and tissue in the brain.”
Until recently, there were no treatments for lysosomal
storage diseases, but that changed in 1991 when the FDA
approved the first treatment for the most common type of
Gaucher disease — an enzyme replacement therapy called
Cerezyme® that must be injected or given by infusion. A
year’s supply costs between $250,000 and $300,000.
“Worldwide, there are about 4,000 to 5,000 patients
currently treated for Gaucher disease with enzyme replacement therapy,” says Shayman. “The annual cost to treat
those patients is $1.2 billion.”
Since 1988, Shayman has been working on a different approach to the defective enzyme problem in lysosomal storage diseases, an approach suggested by his Medical School

James Shayman

collaborator Norman Radin, Ph.D., who has since retired
and lives in California.
Instead of trying to replace the enzyme that lysosomes
need to degrade a toxic fatty material, Radin said, what if they
limited the amount of the toxic material in the first place?

Shayman and Radin developed a novel class of drug compounds that blocked the activity of an enzyme responsible
for production of the toxic fatty material. After proving that
their experimental drug prevented disease in laboratory mice,
they patented the technology. The University licensed these
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drugs to Genzyme (the same pharmaceutical company that
makes Cerezyme) in October 2000, and the company began
testing one version called eliglustat tartrate in clinical trials.
Because eliglustat is an oral medication, Shayman says it
will be much less expensive than current therapies. But what
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really excites him is that the drug also prevents the accumulation of a related fatty material that affects people with another lysosomal storage disorder called Fabry disease. It also
appears to block the progression of some types of diabetes
and polycystic kidney disease in research animals.

Three worldwide phase 3 trials of eliglustat are now
underway in patients with Gaucher disease. If results continue to be positive, Shayman hopes to see his drug on the
market within the next few years.
“It’s been 38 years since Norm Radin first proposed
the concept of synthesis inhibition for lysosomal storage
diseases, and now it’s been proven clinically,” Shayman says.
“When I started in research, I never imagined that I would
develop a drug and see it used clinically.”

R

esearch on rare diseases took a big step forward in 2001 when Congress established the
Office of Rare Disease Research within the
National Institutes of Health. The goal was
to create a system of research networks that
would bring scientists, clinicians and patients with rare
diseases together under one central umbrella. Since then,
NIH has established 19 research networks. One of them,
the Nephrotic Syndrome Study Network or NEPTUNE, is
directed by Matthias Kretzler, M.D., a professor of internal
medicine.
Kretzler studies rare diseases that affect the kidney and
cause a condition called nephrotic syndrome. These diseases
can be deadly, especially the most severe form called focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis, or FSGS.
“FSGS is a disease that progresses rapidly,” Kretzler
explains. “It’s devastating for patients, because adults and
children with FSGS can reach end-stage kidney disease —
meaning total loss of kidney function — after only one or
two years.”
Except for a few rare genetic diseases, researchers don’t
know exactly what causes FSGS or other nephrotic syndrome diseases, but Kretzler says they all involve damage to
octopus-shaped filtration cells called podocytes, which line
millions of tiny blood vessels called glomeruli in human
kidneys.
“Podocytes are very sensitive to genetic mutations or
environmental challenges from toxins, hormones, diabetes
or hypertension,” says Kretzler. “When podocytes are damaged, proteins like albumin start to appear in urine — one
of the earliest warning signs of kidney disease.”
When Kretzler joined the U-M Medical School in 2005,
his first goal was to establish a multi-institutional clinical research network for the study of nephrotic syndrome
similar to a network he had created in Europe. “Michigan

had a strong program in basic scientific research and a longstanding association with a private, patient-interest group
called the NephCure Foundation to facilitate this research,”
he says.
But clinical research was a different story, Kretzler discovered. Because nephrotic syndrome diseases are so rare,
it was difficult for any single institution to find enough patients for a clinical research study. Research programs were
scattered across multiple institutions, and each investigator
had a different research protocol. Patient records and tissue
samples from one study weren’t available to other researchers. There was no established research infrastructure

(

The number of people
with any single rare
disease may be small, but
the big picture is a different story. In the U.S. alone,
at least 25 million people
— nearly 8 percent of the
population — are
affected by some type
of rare disease.
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available to support scientists working to find causes and
develop treatments for these diseases.
So a team of investigators in nephrology set about creating an infrastructure at Michigan. Combining funding
from the Medical School, NephCure, the U-M Office
of the Vice President for Research and a fund Shayman
established to support rare disease research, Kretzler
started a small, multi-center translational research study
of nephrotic syndrome diseases. Data from this pilot study
helped the Michigan team receive, in 2009, a $6.25 million
grant from the NIH Office of Rare Disease Research to
establish NEPTUNE.
Today, NEPTUNE has trained researchers at 15 participating institutions across North America. Since October
2010, 52 patients have enrolled in the clinical cohort study.
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S

ometimes the most difficult part of having
a rare disease is finding a doctor who can
tell you what’s wrong. This is particularly
true if the symptoms are vague and nonspecific, as is the case with a rare disorder
called pulmonary arterial hypertension that
affects just 15 to 30 people per million.
“Our typical patient is a woman in her 40s or 50s who
comes with a two-to-three-year history of shortness of
breath that has been slowly progressive,” says Vallerie
McLaughlin, M.D., professor of internal medicine and
director of the Health System’s Pulmonary Hypertension Program. “Patients often get shuffled from one doctor to another before someone clues into the diagnosis.

Vallerie McLaughlin
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“The most common symptoms are shortness of breath,
lightheadedness and swelling in the legs,” McLaughlin adds.
“When doctors see a patient with those symptoms, there
are about 50 things that pop into their head before pulmonary arterial hypertension does.”
Pulmonary hypertension is high blood pressure in the
lungs. Common varieties are caused by chronic lung, blood
or heart disorders. But in the rare form of the disease called
pulmonary arterial hypertension, the problem doesn’t start
in the heart. It starts in cells that line the blood vessels in
the lungs.
For unknown reasons, these cells proliferate and thicken.
This narrows the opening within pulmonary blood vessels and forces the heart’s right ventricle to push harder

and harder to get blood through the lungs. Patients
develop shortness of breath, because not enough oxygenated blood reaches the rest of the body. Eventually, the right ventricle can enlarge and fail.
Delayed diagnosis, while common, is a serious
problem, because early treatment is important, according to McLaughlin. “When patients present with
shortness of breath, it’s not early disease; it’s advanced
disease,” she says. “The sooner we can get to patients,
the better chance we have of stopping or reversing the
changes in their pulmonary vasculature.”
Before 1995, there was no treatment for pulmonary
arterial hypertension, but now there are several alternatives available. Even though most patients can be
treated, PAH is still a life-altering disease, according to
McLaughlin.
“It’s not like they have high cholesterol and you just
give them a pill,” McLaughlin says. “Just being on the
therapy is a total lifestyle change.”
Early in the disease process, patients can take oral
medications, but some require frequent dosing adjustments and regular blood tests. Patients with advanced
disease require continuous medication administered
through a permanently implanted catheter. The last
option for patients who don’t improve with medical
therapy is lung transplantation.
McLaughlin stresses the importance of patient
education and having nurses available to answer
questions from PAH patients. But sometimes nothing helps as much as talking to another patient with
the same disease. Support groups are especially
important for people with rare diseases. Whether inperson or online, having someone who understands
what you are going through can be an important
part of treatment.
“You can let the disease get you or you can fight
back,” McLaughlin says. “Sometimes bonding with
another patient helps you fight back.” —SP
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U-M scientists believe that
research on rare diseases
could lead to important
insights into how to
diagnose and treat common
diseases. Therapies
developed to treat rare
diseases today could turn
out to be the blockbuster
drugs of tomorrow.
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More than 750 patients with nephrotic syndrome have
signed up for a patient registry maintained by the NIH
Office of Rare Disease Research.
“This collaborative network allows us to address one of
the key challenges of rare disease research — the difficulty
of identifying patients for studies,” says Kretzler.
Biopsied kidney tissue, blood and urine samples from
patients enrolled in NEPTUNE are stored in a central
biobank. Researchers at one institution complete genomic
analyses of all tissue samples. Another institution analyzes
proteins present in the samples. Detailed clinical information on patients is collected at each study visit and entered
in a central database. Statisticians analyze all this information for clues that could help researchers discover what
causes the cell damage and scarring associated with nephrotic syndrome diseases.
“While the specific diseases leading to FSGS are rare, the
basic mechanism leading to loss of podocytes and scarring
are probably the same between FSGS and other glomerular
kidney diseases,” says Kretzler. “So if we can understand
FSGS, there’s a real chance we could help patients with all
glomerular diseases.”
Kretzler and Shayman are just two of the many U-M
investigators whose research is making it possible for more
people to live with rare diseases, instead of dying from
them. With millions of patients still waiting for an effective
treatment, however, much work remains to be done. [M]
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WHEN PHYSICIANS —
AND STUDENTS —
ARE DEPRESSED
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are the brilliant
survey was conducted in fall 2009 and drew responses from
ones. With apparent
hundreds of University of Michigan medical students.
ease and equanimity,
Lindsay Davis, a student then between her first and
they juggle lifesaving clinical care, complex research, long
second years, worked on the project with Schwenk. With
hours, endless paperwork and bureaucratic frustration
data from student focus groups, she helped craft the study
— and family life from which they are too often absent.
questions, often drawing from studies of stigma in deSome teach and volunteer as well. They are confided
pressed patients in the general population and adapting the
in and trusted. They are witness to their patients’ most
questions to medical students.
private moments: those of birth and death, of elation and
The survey began with the Patient Health Questionnaire
painful, fearful struggle. They are America’s physicians:
(PHQ-9), a popular tool for assisting primary care physiaccomplished, competent — and, too often, suffering from
cians in diagnosing depression. Respondents could then be
depression.
assigned to one of three categories of depression: none/minStudies since the late 1980s have confirmed that there
imal, mild, or moderate/severe. Questions explored stress
is a crisis in American medicine: Physicians in this counand coping in medical school, attitudes about mental illness
try suffer from depression at rates exceeding those of the
and seeking mental health care, and demographic features.
general population, usually in secret. Between 300 and 400
The response rate, says Schwenk, was particularly impresAmerican doctors commit suicide every year, according to
sive: 65.7 percent (505 of 769 students); the results, worrithe American Foundation for Suicide Prevention.
some.
Thomas Schwenk, M.D., the George A. Dean, M.D.,
It is not surprising that, when asked to agree or disChair of Family Medicine, professor of medical educaagree that “Depression is a real medical illness,” nearly all
tion and associate director of the U-M Depression Center,
students polled were in agreement; this view is now widely
spearheaded a recent study that confirms what many have
accepted. But beyond that, the study reveals that medical
suspected; namely, that this trend may have its roots in the
school can be perceived as a harsh, secretive and unforgivmedical school years. It also
ing environment for students
lays bare an ugly truth: In the
who suffer from depression.
THE CULTURE OF MEDICINE
culture of American mediModerate to severe deprescine, despite our apparent
sion was reported by 14.3
HAS ADOPTED AN ATTITUDE
new awareness and tolerance
percent of students, a rate
of mental illness — and all
OF ACCEPTANCE AND CARING higher than the 10-12 percent
the programs and therapies
found in the general populaFOR PATIENTS WITH
and support groups — stigma
tion. Of medical students who
remains an insidious and
reported high levels of depresDEPRESSION, BUT THAT
powerful adversary. Schwenk
sive symptoms, 53.3 percent
ATTITUDE DOES NOT
and his team decided to focus
worried that letting their
their attention there.
illness be known would be
EXTEND
TO
PHYSICIANS
“If you go back nearly
risky. Almost 62 percent of the
30 years, there are clusters
same students said asking for
THEMSELVES.
of studies that show a high
help would mean the student’s
prevalence of depression
coping skills were inadequate,
in physicians and a known increased risk of suicide,” says
would cause others to deem them unable to handle medical
Schwenk. “We decided to look into the issue of stigma in
school responsibilities, and would result in fellow students
depressed medical students to move the field along, to get
respecting them less.
past epidemiology and prevalence in order to begin thinkOne finding involved the fear that revealing one’s depresing about interventions.”
sion would negatively impact students’ professional lives.
The study, “Depression, Stigma, and Suicidal Ideation in
When presented with the statement, “If I were depressed it
Medical Students,” was published in the Journal of the Ameriwould be risky to reveal my depression on my residency apcan Medical Association last September. The cross-sectional
plication,” students in all categories overwhelmingly agreed.
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Schwenk was struck by some of
the attitudes the study uncovered.
“There were some fairly harsh and
negative statements made about
students who are depressed — statements about how they’re not as valued as other members of the medical
care team, and how medical students
with depression might not be as good
at carrying out responsibilities or
taking care of patients. Of course,”
he adds, “not all students believe
that.” Schwenk says he’s alarmed that
depressed students might be forced
to navigate the rigors of their studies
while in an environment of prejudice, secrecy and doubt.
A dichotomy seems to be at the
heart of the issue. On one hand, the
culture of medicine has adopted an
attitude of acceptance and caring for
patients with depression, but on the
other hand, that attitude does not
extend to physicians themselves.

Tom Schwenk
textbook example of the
devastating power of that
mindset can be found in
the story of Doug Jackson, M.D., a
respected family physician in a small northern Michigan
community. Jackson recalled having his first serious depression as a child. The episodes continued through medical
school and into many years as a caring, hardworking doctor
devoted to his patients. Unlike many depressed physicians,
Jackson sought psychiatric treatment, but he was fearful of
disclosing his diagnosis to his partners, his patients, and to
the hospital where he worked. He drove to other towns to
fill his prescriptions; he paid with cash.
In 2001, deeply depressed and suicidal, Jackson was admitted to an inpatient psychiatric unit and his world began
to come undone. “His hospitalization made it very difficult
for the secrecy to continue, and that’s when things got ugly
with our three partners,” says Loretta Leja (pronounced

“LEE-jay”), Jackson’s physician-wife who also worked with
him. “During his hospitalization, they decided that they did
not want Doug back in practice. They were annoyed that
they had to cover for him in his absence.” The partnership
dissolved, but not long after Jackson was back at work, seeing patients and doing well.
Several months later, a peer review action was initiated against him. The source of the complaint was never
identified, Leja says. Having served as chief of staff at
his hospital for six years, as well as president of the state
family medicine organization, Jackson’s investigation
was “particularly shameful,” she adds. Despite a private
conversation with the chief of surgery and obstetrics,
who told Leja that he’d never had any doubts about her
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a cold afternoon late last
year, Schwenk
took to the podium for a Seminars
in Medicine lecture for third-year
students. Held every Friday, these
lectures mark the end of each long
and exhausting week, and students
are typically happy to forego the
question-and-answer section in favor
of ending class early. Schwenk’s presentation ended differently.
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Lindsay Davis

After spending an hour sharing the results of the stigma
study with the students, and talking frankly about some
very uncomfortable topics, Schwenk perched on a low wall
in front of the class and asked for questions and feedback.
After several long moments of pin-drop silence, people
started talking.
The questions and comments fairly flew. About the
desire to appear strong and in control at all times. About

SCOTT GALVIN, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

husband’s care of his patients, Jackson was monitored.
Though compliant with his medication, Jackson became
more guarded with his psychiatric appointments, aware
that anything he said to his psychiatrist might be reported
to the peer review committee.
Jackson committed suicide in July 2002. In addition
to his wife, he left behind three children and a stunned,
saddened community that had no idea that this dedicated
family doctor had been suffering so
long in silence.
When asked if she believes the
stress of the peer review contributed
to her husband’s death, Leja pauses.
“I don’t know,” she says quietly, “but
we, as a profession, need to help each
other rather than discipline each
other on this issue.”
Not long after her husband’s
death, Leja attended a meeting of
the Michigan Academy of Family Physicians, where Schwenk, a
speaker, mentioned his involvement
with the U-M Depression Center.
Leja approached him and told him
that further research on physician
depression was badly needed. At her
urging, Schwenk led an initial study
of Michigan physicians that was
completed in 2008 and set the stage
for the medical student stigma study.

the impossibility of getSTUDIES SINCE THE LATE your fullest level — that’s not a concept
ting help when you aren’t in
we deal with very well.”
1980S HAVE CONFIRMED
control of your own schedule
All of which, Schwenk says, makes
from week to week. About the
study’s findings — that stigma
THAT THERE IS A CRISIS IN the
pressure to do research when
about depression is alive and well in
you have neither the time nor
the U-M Medical School — not too
THE CULTURE OF
the interest. About how there’s
surprising.
AMERICAN
MEDICINE:
always someone more tired
“What it speaks to is the very
than you, so it’s best never to
intense,
very demanding nature of
PHYSICIANS SUFFER FROM
complain.
medical education,” he says. “Students
DEPRESSION AT RATES
Schwenk doesn’t hide his
feel under tremendous scrutiny and
admiration for the students he
like there is tremendous pressure
EXCEEDING THOSE OF THE feel
works with. “If I were applying
to be perfect. The amazing senior
to this medical school today,
GENERAL POPULATION, physicians they see every day make
I wouldn’t get in,” he laughs.
them feel like they’re always falling
USUALLY
IN
SECRET.
“We select students who are
short. We tell our students how reself-motivated. We train them
markable they are and, in the process,
to assume responsibility for very demanding situations at
make them feel completely inadequate.
a very early point in their training. The notion that you
“How do physicians ask for help,” Schwenk wonders, “when
[M]
are not up to it or feel inadequate or are not functioning at
they’re told every day that they have to be perfect?”

THE DANGERS OF DISCLOSURE

F

or “Jane,” a U-M medical

had developed self-critical thinking

me a lot,” she says. “I’m a very vocal

student in her clinical years,

starting in high school, and medical

person; I like to share what I feel and

a recent diagnosis of depres-

school may have been the straw that

share my experiences. And I would

broke the camel’s back.”

argue that this experience (with

sion has helped her explain and
understand periods of numbness and

Jane sought treatment. Though

depression) will make me be a better

disconnectedness in her life as far

her academic counselors were

back as high school. “I wasn’t feeling

supportive, and she herself remains

happy,” she says. “I felt I was kind of

unashamed about her depression,

aware, Jane says she is dismayed

walking through life, more existing

she says she would have been naïve

to hear stories of physicians whose

than anything else.

to ignore the dangers of disclosure.

simple disclosure of depression has

Fully aware of the treatment options

led to sanctions and even the loss of

uted to it. It’s full of a lot of brilliant

available to her as a U-M student, she

a medical license. “That’s scary to

people. I had gone from being one of

chose to keep her illness to herself

me,” she says.

the top people in my undergraduate

and began treatment “outside the

class to being in the middle, or even

system.”

“I do think medical school contrib-

on the bottom; I was struggling on

Keeping her diagnosis secret from

doctor.”
Articulate, confident, and self-

“I want to see the culture change
— get rid of these prejudices. But I
don’t know how we can do that when

tests. And in the clinical years, you

her classmates and teachers, she

people with depression can’t be hon-

feel you’re always being watched,

says, feels unhealthy and dishon-

est and share their stories and not

that you have to prove yourself. I

est — and unnecessary. “It bothers

worry about repercussions. ” —WH
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TRANSFORMING MEDICINE THROUGH PRIVATE GIVING

A. Alfred Taubman:
The Vision, the Legacy

IN THE 1940S, EVERY FELLOW

taking a gal to the J-Hop needed a
corsage. And every young woman
needed a nice pair of shoes to match
her ensemble. Most students at
Michigan back then would have
been thinking of where to buy those
things. A. Alfred Taubman, a young
U-M student himself, had different
thoughts. How about being the one
who sells the corsages and the shoes to
the students?
Get the flowers, fresh and beautiful,
at the Eastern Market in Detroit. Find
a good shoe retailer and get sorority
house mothers to let you display the
shoes outside their dining rooms.
Make sure the shoes are the shoes the
young women want.
For Taubman, a native of Pontiac,
Michigan, who had watched his
father’s business struggles through the
Depression, such thinking was second
nature, even at age 18. The beginnings
of the career of one of the world’s
MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

20th century retailing pioneers might
not have been totally obvious, but the
signs were there.
Throughout the decades of his
entrepreneurial success, Taubman has
maintained an insatiable and abiding curiosity about life and how to
improve it. “I always wonder what it
could be,” he says. Medical science
in particular has intrigued Taubman:
If you gave very bright minds the
money they needed to chase their
wildest, smartest ideas, he wondered,
what would happen? What discoveries might they make that would save
people’s lives? “The highest reward
of success,” Taubman says, “is the
opportunity to make a difference for
other people.”
At the University of Michigan,
which he first grew to love as an architecture student in the 1940s, Taubman
has made his vision real — and lasting.
With the latest component of his
$100 million commitment to create

and endow the A. Alfred Taubman
Medical Research Institute, Taubman
has created in perpetuity a resource
for discovery-seeking of the kind
that is possible these days only with
private funding. His commitment to
the institute brings his total giving to
his alma mater to $141.6 million and
makes him the largest donor in the
194-year history of the University of
Michigan.
In recognition of Taubman’s
landmark commitment, the Medical
School’s Biomedical Science Research
Building, within which the Taubman
Institute is housed, will be named the
A. Alfred Taubman Biomedical Science Research Building. At more than
470,000 square feet, it is the largest
research facility on campus, planned
around scientific themes rather than
traditional academic disciplines.
The institute embodies the powerful vision that Taubman has for the
future of human health, a vision not
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Taubman’s extraordinary $100 million commitment vastly expands
transformative medical research at Michigan and ranks Taubman
as the U-M’s most generous benefactor. BY JANE MYERS

A. Alfred Taubman
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unlike that which honed his business
acumen and guided his long and successful career. “I’m funding risk,” he
says about his gift, succinctly reflecting his own core values of hard work,
respect for knowledge and a desire,
always, to look into the future and
see it.
The Taubman Scholars at Michigan,
past and future, are those physicianscientists whose scientific vision is
modeled on the kind of knowledgedriven risk that helped Alfred Taubman become one of the great success
stories of his generation in retail and
real estate development.
“As one of the University’s great
friends and visionaries who for so long
has shared his leadership, his resources
and ideas, Alfred Taubman will always
be an important part of U-M’s history
and, more important, its future,”
said President Mary Sue Coleman in
acknowledging Taubman’s gift.
Ora Pescovitz, M.D., U-M executive vice president for medical affairs
and CEO of the Health System, who,
like President Coleman, came to her
leadership role via a research career in
biomedical science, called the Taubman gift “an extraordinary contribution to the future of medical science,
here at Michigan and around the
world. This gift will affect our lives
and those of our families in ways that
we cannot yet imagine, but which will
undoubtedly offer great promise and
outcomes. What an absolutely perfect
example of the enduring commitment and generosity of Alfred and the
entire Taubman family.”
For Taubman, 87 — whose company, now publicly traded, is located
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in Bloomfield Hills not far from his
childhood roots — classic Midwestern modesty is an enduring part of
his personality. By way of describing
the reasons for his success, he will
only say, with the quiet laughter that
punctuates many of his conversations,
“I was very careful in selecting my
parents. A lot has to do with the way
you’re brought up.”
These days, when Taubman reflects
on his long and happy life, his mind
often goes back to the Depression
years when his builder-father struggled to pay debts and to start a fruit
farm. He remembers what a model
both his father and mother were for

ment rarely support in very early
stages, but which can produce transformative leaps in understanding and
treatments for a wide array of diseases,
from cancer and stroke to diabetes
and ALS. The Taubman funding can
be considered the medical research
equivalent of a “genius grant,” allowing them to pursue their hunches.
This “high risk, high reward” approach has paid off handsomely at
the Taubman Institute in its first
three years. With the aid of institute
funding, Eva Feldman (Ph.D. 1979,
M.D. 1983), director of the Taubman
Institute and the Russell N. DeJong
Professor of Neurology, has begun

“For him, it’s not just about making a gift. It’s
about helping to change the world, to get others involved, to make the community a much
richer place, to make it better.” —Robert Taubman
industriousness and fortitude. “If parents work hard, their children want to
be accomplished,” he says.
What Taubman’s modesty and
success have compelled him to do is
to use his considerable resources to
make a difference for all those who
study or care about art, architecture,
history, public policy, the vitality of
local communities, and now — perhaps more than anything — medical
science. The institute supports a corps
of Taubman Scholars, who are both
laboratory investigators and clinical
doctors. Their work is the kind of science that more conservative sources
of funding like the federal govern-

A young Alfred with his
parents, Fanny and Philip
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Left Top: Eva Feldman, William Taubman,
Mary Sue Coleman, Alfred Taubman, Ora
Pescovitz and Robert Taubman
Left Bottom: William Taubman, Gayle
Taubman Kalisman, Alfred Taubman,
Mary Sue Coleman and Robert Taubman
Right: Alfred Taubman and his wife, Judy

the first human clinical stem cell trial
for the debilitating and deadly nerve
disease ALS; and Max Wicha, M.D.,
a Taubman Scholar and director of
the Comprehensive Cancer Center, is
leading the world’s first three clinical
trials targeting cancer stem cells to
destroy them.
“Great scientists are great entrepreneurs,” Taubman says. “We have

these wonderful scientists at Michigan
who are using their knowledge and
creativity to take risks that will lead to
winning new treatments.”
His children, friends and colleagues
counterbalance his modesty. “He’s
a genius,” says his daughter, Gayle
Taubman Kalisman, co-chair of the
Taubman Institute and a U-M alumna. Son William, COO of the Taub-

man Company and a member of the
institute’s leadership advisory board,
adds, “That the Taubman Company is
still so well-respected reflects much of
his personality and his values.” Taubman’s son Robert, president, chairman
and CEO of the Taubman Company
and also a member of the institute’s
leadership advisory board, sums it
up: “He’s a remarkable man. He has
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High Risk, High Reward
NOW IN ITS FOURTH YEAR,
the A. Alfred Taubman Medical Research Institute is “dedicated to fundamental discovery and advancing our
knowledge of the causes, treatments
and prevention of diseases and conditions that affect mankind.” Poised
to achieve this mission, the institute
provides the U-M’s finest physicianscientists the freedom, resources and
collaborative environment they need
to truly push the boundaries of medical discovery, to produce innovative
breakthroughs in cures and treatment

of disease and, ultimately, to alleviate
human suffering.
Transformative research often
involves critical new concepts and
unproven avenues of scientific inquiry
— the kind of high risk, high reward
science increasingly unsupported
by traditional sources of funding.
The work of the Taubman Institute,
enabled by the historic generosity
and far-reaching vision of A. Alfred
Taubman and under the leadership
of world-renowned neurologist and
Taubman Institute Director Eva Feld-

man, addresses that gap, allowing the
pursuit of ideas that otherwise might
remain forever unexplored.
With a focus on translational
research — which propels laboratory
discoveries into clinical treatments
for the benefit of patients as quickly
and effectively as possible — the
Taubman Institute supports the
research of physicians with active
clinical practices, who treat patients
afflicted by disease and therefore
are highly motivated to find ways of
treating and curing.
The institute has established three
programs to support U-M clinicianresearchers and their collaborators.

Alfred Taubman and Eva Feldman
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Nicholas Boulis, M.D. (Residencies 1995 and 2001), associate
professor of neurosurgery at Emory
University (in collaboration with Eva
Feldman) (neurosurgical treatments
of neurodegenerative disease)
Frank Brosius III, M.D. (Residency 1983), professor of internal
medicine and of molecular and inte-

SCOTT SODERBERG, U-M PHOTO SERVICES

TAUBMAN SCHOLARS
The Taubman Scholars form the
institute’s core program, which provides unrestricted funding for leading
faculty members and collaborators
to pursue transformative medical
research in their areas of research
interest (in parentheses).

grative physiology (nephrology)
Charles Burant, M.D., Ph.D.,
Robert C. and Veronica Atkins
Professor of Metabolism (obesity
and type 2 diabetes)
Arul Chinnaiyan (M.D. and
Ph.D. 1999), S.P. Hicks Endowed
Professor of Pathology (cancer
genomics)
David Ginsburg, M.D., James
V. Neel Distinguished University
Professor of Internal Medicine and
Human Genetics (blood clotting
disorders)
Theodore Lawrence, M.D.,
Ph.D., Isadore Lampe Collegiate
Professor of Radiation Oncology
(liver and pancreatic cancer)
Kenneth Pienta, M.D., professor of urology and of internal
medicine (prostate cancer)

SENIOR TAUBMAN
SCHOLARS
Through their research and their
public stewardship of medical science, these former Taubman Scholars have earned renewed funding.
Valerie Castle, M.D. (Fellowship
1990), Ravitz Foundation Professor
of Pediatrics and Communicable
Diseases (pediatric oncology, neuroblastoma, DNA repair)
Eva Feldman (Ph.D. 1979, M.D.
1983), Russell N. DeJong Professor
of Neurology (stem cell therapy and
neurologic disease)
David Pinsky, M.D., J. Griswold
Ruth, M.D., and Margery Hopkins

Ruth Professor of Internal Medicine
(blood vessel defenses)
Max Wicha, M.D., Distinguished Professor of Oncology
(oncology and cancer stem cells)

EMERGING SCHOLARS
This program provides funding for
early-career clinician-scientists
who show great promise to become
leaders in medical science. Additional generous donors have joined
Alfred Taubman by contributing
to the research of these promising
investigators.
Ronald Buckanovich, M.D.,
Ph.D., assistant professor of internal
medicine and of obstetrics and
gynecology, with institute support
from the Marvin and Betty Danto
Family Foundation (breast and
ovarian cancers)
James Dowling, M.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of pediatrics and
communicable diseases and of neurology, with institute support from
Frances and Kenneth Eisenberg
(childhood muscle diseases)
Johann Gudjonsson, M.D.,
Ph.D. (Residency 2006), assistant
professor of dermatology, with
institute support from Frances and
Kenneth Eisenberg (inflammatory
skin diseases)
Erika Newman, M.D., assistant professor of pediatric surgery,
with institute support from Edith
Briskin (pediatric oncology and
neuroblastoma) —JM

a charisma and confidence that’s
contagious.”
“Every year over the last decade
or so my father seems younger and
younger to me,” says Kalisman. “He’s
energized by his philanthropy. And
he still has this amazing ability to
understand the future — to be in the
present but to strategically see the future. I remember when I was growing
up people thinking he was crazy. It
was because he saw so much, because
he could see so far ahead.”
His friend Joel Tauber, who serves
on the Taubman Institute’s leadership advisory board and holds three
Michigan degrees, credits Taubman
with stepping in at a crucial moment to protect stem cell research in
the state of Michigan. Taubman was
the leading force behind the 2008
campaign that won voter approval
for a constitutional amendment easing restrictions on embryonic stem
cell research in Michigan. It made
possible the institute’s Consortium
for Stem Cell Therapies, the first
center for creating embryonic stem
cell lines in the state. “His private
money made it possible for stem cell
researchers at Michigan to be allowed
the full expression of their ingenuity
and creativity,” Tauber says.
Karen Davidson, another member
of the institute’s leadership advisory
board and supporter of health care
both in the U.S. and in Israel, says,
“The Taubman Scholars I’ve talked
to are inspired by his philanthropy.
They want to reward the faith he has
shown in them. When you support
the Taubman Institute, you’re putting your money into young minds
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Abigail Wexner

Karen Davidson

and into the minds of great established scientists like Eva Feldman
and so many others. It’s so validating
for them to know that we believe in
their work.”

Joel Tauber

course, was to eventually get things
incredibly right, recognizing the
need and taking a leadership role in
building the replacement hospital.
“He really helped to change the

“You just want to get in line and follow him.
You want to hook your wagon to his star.”
—Karen Davidson
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While Gayle Taubman Kalisman calls the Taubman Institute
“the crowning achievement of my
father’s life,” Taubman’s pivotal role
as a University volunteer, advisor
and philanthropist began in the late
1970s, when then-Governor William
Milliken asked him to serve on the
advisory board for the new University Hospital in the early stages of
planning. Taubman has always loved
repeating the story of confidently
telling the governor that no new
hospital was needed, that the current
hospital was just fine. It provides him
with another opportunity to describe
his vulnerabilities and his ability, in
a long career of wins, to occasionally
get things wrong. What he did, of

MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

way hospitals and clinics related to
one another,” Robert Taubman says.
“He helped to create a new model.
His giving has always been transformational. For him, it’s not just
about making a gift. It’s about helping
to change the world, to get others
involved, to make the community a
much richer place, to make it better.”
Finding your genius wherever it
lies might be one way of describing
Taubman’s expanding happiness,
almost nine decades into a fine experience on the planet. Even here, his
self-effacement weighs large. He attributes his ability to visualize space
and the way humans move through
space — a vision that is widely
acknowledged as extraordinary and

exceedingly rare — as a lucky attribute of his dyslexia, accompanied
by stuttering, which presented him
as a young boy in the public schools
of Pontiac with reading challenges at
a time when the condition was not
well understood or even named.
“What impresses me most about
watching Al is how engaged he
is,” says Abigail Wexner, a leading
philanthropist in her own right, with
her husband Les, and a member of
the Taubman Institute’s leadership
advisory board. “He’s created a rare
model for philanthropy, one that’s
full of emotion and thoughtful commitment. He’s able to translate his
talent and creativity into his philanthropy. Not a lot of people are able
to do that.
“And, of course, he’s always conscious of what he himself is gaining,”
Wexner adds. “He’s stimulated by
being around these brilliant people.
It doesn’t surprise me that medical science became such a focus for
Al. It provides such a great way for
him to be part of a grand effort that
offers the hope of changing so many
people’s lives.”
His legacy of changing many people’s lives so much for the better may
be the ultimate testament to Alfred
Taubman’s accomplishments. That,
and being a model of compassionate
creativity for others to emulate.
Says Karen Davidson, “You just
want to get in line and follow him.
You want to hook your wagon to his
star. He’s just never stopped thinking,
imagining how things can be better.
I want to be around for his next great
idea.” [M]

COURTESY OF THE TAUBMAN INSTITUTE
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Professorships Recently Inaugurated
On September

for Fundraising Volunteer Leadership

physician-researchers and recognizes

30, 2010, the

in 2006. The first Stern Professor is

his numerous contributions to the U-M

Robert P. Kelch,

Alon Kahana, M.D., Ph.D., an assistant

and to the specialty of pediatrics. Boxer

M.D., Research

professor of ophthalmology and visual

is the Henry and Mala Dorfman Family

Professorship in

sciences.

Professor of Pediatric Hematology/
Oncology and a professor of pediatrics

Pediatrics and
Communicable

A faculty member

and communicable diseases. The first

Diseases was in-

who served as the

Boxer Professor is Steven W. Pipe, M.D.

augurated to honor a man who has had

Health System’s

(Fellowship 1996), an associate profes-

an extraordinary impact on the Univer-

top executive for

sor of pediatrics and communicable

sity of Michigan and its health system.

five years was

diseases and of pathology.

From 1981-94, Robert Kelch (M.D. 1967,

honored Decem-

Residency 1970) served as chair of the

ber 2, 2010, with

Department of Pediatrics and Commu-

the inauguration

nicable Diseases and physician-in-chief

of the Gilbert S. Omenn Collegiate

of C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital. In

Professorship in Human Genetics. Gil

2003, he was named the second U-M

Omenn, M.D., Ph.D., is a professor of

executive vice president for medical

internal medicine, of human genetics

affairs and CEO of the Health System.

and of public health, and director of the

He retired in 2009, earning EVPMA and

U-M Center for Computational Medi-

professor emeritus status. Janet R.

cine and Bioinformatics. He served

Gilsdorf, M.D., a professor of pediat-

as the University’s first executive vice

When Patti Bugas Harris lost her

rics and communicable diseases, was

president for medical affairs and CEO

husband, Charles G. “Bucky” Harris, to

named the first Kelch Professor.

of the Health System from 1997-2002.

Alzheimer’s disease in 1997, she joined

A gift from Omenn and the Omenn

the search for a cure for this devastat-

The Helmut F.

Darling Family Advised Fund helped

ing disease by endowing a research

Stern Career

establish the professorship, held by

fund in the Medical School to support

Development

Professor of Human Genetics and of

scientists on the frontlines. In 2009,

Professorship

Internal Medicine John V. Moran, Ph.D.

the Harris family took its commitment
to a new level; they made additional

in Ophthalmology and Visual

The Laurence A.

gifts that transformed the research

Sciences was

Boxer, M.D., Re-

fund into the Bucky and Patti Harris

inaugurated No-

search Professor-

Career Development Professorship in

vember 3, 2010. Established through

ship in Pediatrics

Neurology. Inaugurated January 26,

the generosity of Helmut Stern — a

and Communi-

the Harris Professorship supports a

lifelong benefactor of the University of

cable Diseases

junior-level faculty member in the De-

Michigan, including the W.K. Kellogg

was inaugurated

partment of Neurology whose research

Eye Center — the Stern Professorship

January 20. Es-

shows unusual promise in the field of

will advance the work of junior faculty.

tablished in 2009 by the Department of

Alzheimer’s disease and related disor-

Stern, who was bestowed an honorary

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseas-

ders. Assistant Professor of Neurology

J.D. by the U-M in 2004, was recog-

es, the professorship is named for one

Peter K. Todd, M.D., Ph.D., was installed

nized with the David B. Hermelin Award

of the Health System’s most lauded

as the first Harris Professor. —KB
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FACULTY HONORS & AWARDS

WILLIAM CHEY, M.D. (Fellowship

ber. A professor emeritus of human ge-

Michigan Pain Outcomes Study Team,

1993), professor of internal medicine

netics and of internal medicine, he was

attending physician in the Multidis-

and director of the U-M GI Physiology

recognized for his outstanding work as

ciplinary Pain Center, director of the

Laboratory and the Michigan Bowel

a physician, scientist and scholar, and

Health Disparities Research Program

Control Program, has been named one

for being an exemplary teacher and

for the Michigan Institute for Clinical

of America’s best gastroenterologists

mentor during the last 40 years.

and Health Research, and director for

by Becker’s ASC. The organization

the Dissemination and Health Policy

selected 75 gastroenterologists for the

DAVID GINSBURG, M.D., received the

Core for the Michigan Center for Urban

honor based on awards they received

Distinguished Research in the Biomedi-

African American Aging Research.

from major organizations in the field,

cal Sciences Award from the Asso-

leadership in those organizations,

ciation of American Medical Colleges.

HOPE HAEFNER (M.D. 1985), profes-

work on journals and other publica-

Ginsburg is the James V. Neel Distin-

sor of obstetrics and gynecology, was

tions, or distinguished service in a GI

guished University Professor, Warner

named president of the American

ambulatory surgery center.

Lambert/Parke-Davis Professor of

Society for Colposcopy and Cervical

Medicine, and professor in the depart-

Pathology at the organization’s annual

N. REED DUNNICK, M.D., was named

ments of internal medicine, pediatrics

meeting on March 26. A member of

by the American Society for Radia-

and human genetics. His research

ASCCP since 1993, she will focus her

tion Oncology as its 2010 honorary

involves finding better ways to treat in-

presidency on promoting education

member, the highest honor bestowed

herited bleeding and clotting diseases,

about lower genital tract disease.

upon distinguished cancer researchers

with a focus on von Willebrand Disease.

and leaders in disciplines other than

N. LYNN HENRY, M.D., Ph.D., assistant

radiation oncology, radiation physics or

CARMEN R. GREEN, M.D. (Residency

professor of internal medicine, has

radiobiology. Dunnick is the Fred Jen-

1992), professor of anesthesiology,

been named one of five new Damon

ner Hodges Professor of Radiology and

of obstetrics and gynecology and of

Runyon Clinical Investigators by the

chair of the Department of Radiology.

health management and policy, has

Damon Runyon Cancer Research

been honored with fellowships in two

Foundation. The distinction is given

THOMAS GELEHRTER, M.D., received

prestigious institutions — the Geronto-

to early-career physician-scientists

the Excellence in Human Genetics

logical Society of America and the New

conducting patient-oriented cancer

Education Award from the American

York Academy of Medicine. Green also

research at major research centers

Society of Human Genetics in Novem-

serves as principal investigator for the

under the mentorship of the nation’s
(continued on p. 46)
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Faculty Profile

Carol Kauffman: A Lifetime of Achievement

EVEN THOUGH NO ONE IN HER FAMILY HAD GONE
to college, Carol Kauffman knew she wanted to be a doctor
since eighth grade. After earning her M.D. from the U-M
in 1969 and completing her internship and residency here, a
fellowship in infectious diseases at the University of Cincinnati sparked and sealed a lifelong interest in that specialty, and
launched a prominent career — 33 years of which have been
spent as a faculty member at the U-M.
A professor of internal medicine since 1981 and chief of the
Infectious Diseases Section at the VA Ann Arbor Healthcare
System since 1977, Kauffman also has coordinated the infectious diseases/microbiology sequence in the Medical School
since 1992. Her career at Michigan has been the classic “triple
threat,” earning her a reputation as one of the world’s leading
experts on infectious diseases — fungal diseases in particular —
whose opinion is regularly sought by physicians internationally. She was honored with the Greatest Internist in Michigan
Award for her outstanding clinical expertise and compassionate patient care. And, as Richard Mosely, M.D., professor of
internal medicine and chief of the medical service at the VA,
wrote in support of Kauffman’s candidacy for the Medical School’s Lifetime Achievement Award in Medical
Education, “… she has seemingly effortlessly dedicated herself and her career foremost to medical education
and has been recognized for these efforts by every award conceivable, save one.”
Kauffman received the Lifetime Achievement Award in Medical Education in 2010.
Indeed, the honors and awards Kauffman has accrued comprise more than a half-page of her CV. They
include the school’s prestigious Elizabeth C. Crosby Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching, which
she has won four times over three decades, and the Richard D. Judge Award for Medical Student Teaching.
Perhaps the awards that best speak to her commitment to education have come from students themselves:
the Silver Shovel Award for Excellence in Teaching, from the Galens Medical Society; and, from the class of
1998, the Medical Student Award for Teaching Excellence.
“I enjoy being in front of a class, teaching them what I think it’s important that they know,” Kauffman
says. Even though her teaching approach emphasizes the small group teaching format, she says she likewise enjoys a big lecture hall. She calls the VA “a great place to teach students. The veterans treat them like
doctors-in-training and look up to them. It’s a confidence builder for students when someone trusts and
believes in them, so they learn a lot of medicine coming here.”
It’s worth noting that Kauffman’s stellar career had its origins in an era when many doors were not open
to women. Michigan’s quota on female medical students when Kauffman applied was 10 percent. “You
knew it was going to be a struggle,” she says, looking back. But when colleagues brandish terms like “unremitting dedication” and “relentless pursuit” in describing Kauffman, and a lifetime of recognized achievements is considered, and — most importantly — when one considers the thousands of Michigan medical
students, residents and fellows she’s helped train, it becomes clear that a closed door has never been something to stop Carol Kauffman. —JEFF MORTIMER WITH RICK KRUPINSKI
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leading scientists and clinicians. Henry

outstanding independent contributions

tem, is the 2011 recipient of the Robert

treats breast cancer patients and con-

to basic or clinical research in the field.

H. Williams Distinguished Leadership

ducts clinical research into pain symp-

Award from the Endocrine Society.

toms caused by estrogen-reducing

MARTIN G. MYERS JR., M.D., Ph.D.,

A nationally-known pediatric endo-

treatments, in an effort to prevent or

is the recipient of the 2011 Ernst Op-

crinologist and researcher, Pescovitz

treat the symptoms, thereby improv-

penheimer Award from the Endocrine

was recognized for her contributions

ing the quality of life for survivors.

Society, given to an investigator younger

to endocrinology through leader-

than 49 in recognition of meritorious

ship, teaching and research, as well

LORI ISOM, Ph.D., professor of

accomplishment in basic or clinical

as for her mentorship of trainees and

pharmacology and of molecular and

endocrinology. The Marilyn H. Vincent

associates. Her research involves the

integrative physiology, and director

Professor of Diabetes Research, associ-

physiologic and molecular mechanisms

of the Program in Biomedical Sci-

ate professor of internal medicine and

responsible for disorders of growth and

ences, has been elected as a fellow

of molecular and integrative physiology,

puberty, with a focus on development

of the American Association for the

Myers was honored for his work re-

of novel therapies for these conditions.

Advancement of Science. Isom was

searching leptin, a protein hormone that

honored for her discovery of the role

plays a key role in metabolic control.

of sodium-channel beta subunits in

1970), associate chair and professor

cell adhesion, axonal architecture, and

SOPHIE PACZESNY, M.D., assistant

of ophthalmology and visual sciences,

severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy,

professor of pediatrics and commu-

received the Paton Society Award from

as well as for her innovative leadership

nicable diseases, received the 2011

the Eye Bank Association of America.

in graduate education.

Amy Strelzer Manasevit Award from

The award is presented annually to an

the American Society for Blood and

ophthalmologist in recognition of con-

MARIANA KAPLAN, M.D. (Fellowship

Marrow Transplant. The award is the

tributions to the eye bank’s develop-

1998), associate professor of medi-

highest honor a junior investigator can

ment. A cornea surgeon, Sugar serves

cine in the Division of Rheumatology,

receive from the blood and marrow

as medical director of the Michigan

received the Henry Kunkel Young

transplant community.

Eye Bank and Transplantation Center,

Investigator Award from the American
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ALAN SUGAR (M.D. 1969, Residency

and is principal investigator of the

College of Rheumatology in November.

ORA HIRSCH PESCOVITZ, M.D., U-M

Corneal Donor Study, a national multi-

The award is given to a physician-sci-

executive vice president for medical

center prospective study funded by

entist age 45 or younger who has made

affairs and CEO of the U-M Health Sys-

the National Eye Institute. —MF
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FACULTY BOOKS & JOURNALS

IN PRINT

By William F. Armstrong, M.D.,

fellow, internal medicine, metabolism,

and of neurosurgery and director of

professor of internal medicine; and

endocrinology and diabetes: Adreno-

neuroanesthesiology: Consciousness,

Thomas Ryan, M.D.: Feigenbaum’s

cortical Carcinoma. Springer, 2010.

Awareness, and Anesthesia. Cam-

Echocardiography, seventh edition.
Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins, 2010.

bridge University Press, 2010. Also,
Edited by Peter Henke, M.D.

edited by Mashour and Ehab Farag,

(Residency 2000), Leland Ira Doan

M.D.: Case Studies in Neuroanesthesia

By Douglas J. Gelb, M.D., Ph.D.,

Research Professor of Vascular Sur-

and Neurocritical Care. Cambridge

professor of neurology: Introduction

gery and professor of surgery: A Call

University Press, 2011.

to Clinical Neurology, fourth edition.

to Action: Reducing Venous Ulcers

Oxford University Press, 2011.

by Fifty Percent in 10 Years, volume

Edited by Raymond W. Ruddon

52, supplement S of the Journal of

(M.D. 1967, Ph.D. 1964), professor

Edited by Gary D. Hammer, M.D.,

Vascular Surgery. Elsevier Inc., No-

emeritus of pharmacology: Molecu-

Ph.D., Millie Schembechler Profes-

vember 2010.

lar Biology of Cancer: Translation to
the Clinic, volume 95 of Progress in

sor of Adrenal Cancer and associate
professor of molecular and integrative

George A. Mashour, M.D., Ph.D.,

Molecular Biology and Translational

physiology; and Tobias Else, M.D.,

assistant professor of anesthesiology

Science. Elsevier Inc., 2010. —RJ

JOIN
THE
FIGHT

The U-M Depression Center strives to detect depression
and bipolar disorders earlier, treat them more effectively,
prevent recurrences and progression, counteract stigma
and improve public policy.
To make a gift, visit www.depressioncenter.org/giving, call
(734) 764-6161, or use the envelope provided
within this issue of Medicine at Michigan.

YOU
CAN
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ALUMNI NEWS & NOTES

Class Notes

60s

Robert N. Hensinger

John L. Pfenninger (M.D. 1974)

Based in Portland, Oregon, Lemmer has

(M.D. 1964, Residency
1974) received the Life-

recently published

predominately at Legacy Good Samari-

time Achievement

the third edition

tan Hospital, since 1991, and joined the

Award from the

of Pfenninger and

Oregon Clinic in 2003. In addition, he is a

Michigan Ortho-

Fowler’s Proce-

clinical assistant professor of surgery at

paedic Society at

dures for Primary

Oregon Health and Science University.

been with Northwest Surgical, working

Care (Elsevier,

its annual meeting on Mackinaw

2011), a standard textbook for teaching

Island, Michigan,

programs in primary care residencies,

in June. Hensinger,

which also is widely used by nurse

90s

Robert D. Brook (M.D.
1995) spoke in May on

the William S. Smith Collegiate Professor

practitioners, physical assistants, armed

of Orthopaedic Surgery in the U-M Medi-

forces programs and clinicians. Pfen-

Capitol Hill during the
40th anniversary

cal School, focuses his research on spinal

ninger completed his family medicine

celebration of the

and lower extremity problems in children,

residency at the University of Utah in

Clean Air Act,

as well as scoliosis and hip disease.

1977 and is now in private practice in

hosted by the U.S.

Midland, Michigan.

Environmental
Protection Agency.

70s

Susan Adela Fuhrman
(M.D. 1978) has been
named to the board of
trustees of the

Brook is an associ-

80s

Gilbert J. Grant (M.D.

internal medicine in the U-M Division of

Epidural Without Guilt:

Cardiovascular Medicine. An expert in

American Board of

Childbirth Without

environmental cardiology, his research

Pathology. In this

Pain (Russell

has added to the growing evidence

role, she is respon-

Hastings Press,

that pollution from industry, traffic and

sible for develop-

2011). The book

power generation causes damaging

ing and reviewing

discusses pain

strokes and heart attacks.

certification exam

management op-

questions and ma-

tions for expectant

Cynthia N. Steimle (M.D. 1986, Residen-

mothers and the

cies 1992 and 1995) is medical staff

terials, and administering the exams in
anatomic pathology and clinical pathol-

risks of experiencing unrelieved pain

president at Provena Saint Joseph Hos-

ogy, as well as in many subspecialties.

during childbirth. Grant is director of ob-

pital in Elgin, Illinois. A cardiothoracic

She also chairs a new Test Development

stetric anesthesia at New York University

surgeon, she previously served as chief

Committee in Laboratory Management

Langone Medical Center and associate

of surgery at Elgin’s Sherman Hospital.

and Informatics. Furhman is known for

professor and vice chair for academic

—MF

developing the most widely used and

affairs in the Department of Anesthesiol-

most predictive grading system for renal

ogy at the NYU School of Medicine.

cell cancer — the Fuhrman Nuclear
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ate professor of

1982) has published

Grade. She is a pathologist with Ohio-

John H. Lemmer Jr., M.D. (Residencies

Health in Columbus, chair of pathology

1985 and 1987), has co-authored the

at Riverside Methodist Hospital and

7th edition of the textbook Handbook

director of pathology and laboratory

of Patient Care in Cardiac Surgery (Lip-

services at Grant Riverside Laboratories.

pincott Williams and Wilkins, 2010).
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Harold Conn’s Two Careers

A. DAVID KORNBLUH

YOUNGER BROTHER OF REVERED U-M
endocrinologist Jerome Conn (M.D. 1932), Harold Conn
came to Michigan with designs on becoming not just a
physician, but also a swimming star with U-M’s national
championship team. He learned, however, that he was
the 25th fastest freestyler on the team. “I became a waiter
instead,” he says.
The physician thing worked out much better. Conn
earned his Bachelor of Science in 1946 and his M.D. in
1950. He left Michigan for an internship at Johns Hopkins, counter to his brother’s warning that the big eastern
hospitals hadn’t taken a Michigan medical graduate in
years. “I told him it was probably time for me to go where
I wasn’t Jerry Conn’s younger brother,” says Conn. “We
divided up the world: He got Ann Arbor; I got the rest!”
Conn did well on his own. His residency and fellowship at Yale — interrupted by service in the U.S. Army
and Air Force — led to his first career: hepatologist. His
spectacular diagnosis of a complex liver case led to a 30year association with Gerald Klatskin, M.D., one of the
first hepatologists in the world. A Veterans Administra-

tion Clinical Investigatorship led to Conn’s appointment,
in 1957, as chief of hepatology at the VA in West Haven,
Connecticut.
Conn’s career included serving as president of the
American Association for the Study of Liver Disease and
being awarded the first Fiterman Award for Hepatic Research by the American Gastroenterological Association.
Perhaps his greatest achievement, however, was collaborating with Klatskin on a histologic atlas of liver disease,
which Klatskin had begun but went blind and later died
prior to its completion. “It took me five years to finish it,
a long labor,” says Conn, “but a beautiful, healthy, sevenpound, two-volume book, The Histopathology of the Liver,
was delivered in 1993.”
Conn retired in 1992, and it was then he began to
notice a “trivial clumsiness” to his gait which worsened
over the next two years. A neurologist diagnosed Parkinsonism, but as the years wore on, Conn could no longer
walk. As his symptoms grew in number, his physician
referred him to a young neurologist for a second opinion. Conn was diagnosed — correctly this time — with
normal pressure hydrocephalus, or NPH, “a disease of
which I’d never heard,” he says. A neurosurgeon drained
60 milliliters of cerebral spinal fluid, and his symptoms
vanished. The remission was made long-standing by
implanting a ventriculoperitoneal shunt. “Within a few
days I had switched my specialty from the liver to NPH,”
Conn says. “I met Salomon Hakim, who described NPH
in 1965, and was practically adopted by him and his three
sons, all of whom are neurosurgeons.”
Conn’s second career has included peer-reviewed
articles about NPH, and, in 2006, an invitation by the
director of the Hydrocephalus Institute in Göteborg,
Sweden, to give the keynote address at a worldwide congress on the topic.
“I feel fortunate to work in this new field,” Conn says,
“where my new interest is in my own head. I now consider my first career as training for my second.” —RK
MORE ON THE WEB

An extended version, in Conn’s own words
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U-M School of Nursing in 1976, then

2010. Roggen interned at Iowa Method-

went on to the Medical School and a

ist Hospital, then entered the U.S. Army

Richard F. Greminger, M.D. (Resi-

U-M residency in anesthesiology. She

and was assigned to the 82nd Airborne

dency 1968), died August 26, 2010. He

began practicing pediatric anesthesiol-

Division as the surgeon of the 504th

was 71. After receiving his undergradu-

ogy at Shriners Hospital for Children in

Parachute Infantry Regiment. He served

ate and medical degrees from Princeton

Portland, Oregon, in 1985, and remained

overseas in 1943, and received Legion

University and Cornell Medical College,

there throughout her 24-year career.

of Merit, Bronze Star and Purple Heart

respectively, he completed general

medals. After the war, Roggen returned

surgery training at the U-M and in Ne-

Mary Anne Mangelsen (M.D. 1972),

to the U-M and completed a residency

braska, and plastic surgery training at

of Chelsea, Michigan, died December 5,

and fellowship in pediatrics, then prac-

the University of Miami. He practiced for

2010, at age 76. Mangelsen served the

ticed privately in Saginaw, Michigan,

12 years in Albany, New York, then relo-

Order of the Sisters of Mercy for 17 years

until retiring in 1985.

cated to Pembroke Pines, Florida, where

while earning a Ph.D. in microbiology

he retired as chief of plastic surgery at

from the Catholic University of America

Richard H. Schneider (M.D. 1952,

Memorial Hospital West in 1996. During

in Washington, D.C. After completing her

Residency 1959), 83, died December

his career Greminger made several vol-

M.D. at the U-M, she practiced emer-

29, 2010. He served in the U.S. Navy as

unteer trips to South America to repair

gency medicine here and at W.A. Foote

a medical officer between his medical

cleft lips in children.

Memorial Hospital in nearby Jackson.

school and residency training. An ortho-

In 1982 she became chair and medical

pedic surgeon, Schneider practiced in

Carl P. Herkimer (M.D. 1960)

director of Foote’s Department of Emer-

Jackson, Michigan, for 41 years.

died December 7, 2010, at age 76. An

gency Medicine. She retired in 1997, but

orthopedic surgeon, he trained at St.

continued to serve the medical commu-

Dennis W. Shermeta (M.D. 1965,

Vincent’s Hospital and Maumee Valley

nity as a surveyor of the Joint Commis-

Residency 1971) of Cheboygan, Michi-

Hospital in Toledo, Ohio. Herkimer

sion on Hospital Accreditation.

gan, and Cottonwood, Arizona, died

served in the U.S. Navy from 1965-67,
and afterward joined an orthopedic

October 24, 2010. He was 71. A pediatric

William Standish Reed (M.D. 1945,
Residency 1955),

Hopkins University and spent the major-

throughout his career. In addition to his

88, died Decem-

ity of his career as a surgeon and profes-

private practice, Herkimer served on the

ber 28, 2010. He

sor at the University of Chicago.

staff at St. Luke’s Hospital. He retired

served in the U.S.

from surgery in 1999, but continued to

Navy as a medi-

Edward Stehouwer (M.D. 1957) died

treat patients part-time.

cal officer, and

October 10, 2010. He was 85. For 10

practiced surgery

years, Stehouwer and his wife, Flora

abroad and in the

Benka Stehouwer (M.D. 1952), who

Charles R. Howie (M.D. 1961, Residency 1965) died January 7, 2011, at age

U.S., including as a member of the staff

preceded him in death in 1981, served

75. A dermatologist, he practiced briefly

at Tampa General and University Com-

the Christian Reformed World Missions

in East Lansing, Michigan, after complet-

munity hospitals in the Tampa, Florida,

in Nigeria. In 1968 they settled in Cadil-

ing his residency, then served in the U.S.

area. Standish was widely known for his

lac, Michigan, where he became a family

Army as chief of dermatology at Walson

belief in and publications about the re-

practitioner with the Medical Arts Group

Army Hospital in New Jersey. During the

lationship of faith, prayer and medicine.

until 1999. Stehouwer served as medical

37 years that followed, he practiced in

He founded and was president of the

director of Lakeview Lutheran Manor

Grand Rapids and Big Rapids, Michigan.

Christian Medical Foundation Interna-

care facility for 21 years, retiring there in

tional, and was featured many times in

2007, and helped establish a free clinic

the national media.

for the uninsured, where he also volun-

Jill C. Irvine (M.D. 1982, Residency
1985), 56, died November 11, 2010,
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surgeon, Shermeta trained at Johns

practice in Toledo, where he remained

teered. With his second wife, Muriel, he

after an 18-month battle with glioblas-

Ivan John Roggen (M.D. 1940,

made several medical mission trips to

toma. Irvine earned a degree from the

Residency 1948), 96, died November 28,

the Dominican Republic.
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James W. Thornton, M.D. (Residen-

Faculty

is given annually to a faculty member in

cies 1984 and
1986), died in

the Department of Otolaryngology.

John W. Henderson, M.D. (Resi-

a plane crash

dency 1946, Ph.D.

October 15, 2010,

1948), professor

on his way to

emeritus and

perform volunteer

former chair of the

surgery with the

U-M Department

1951), 86, died

Flying Samaritans

of Ophthalmology

December 10,

in Baja, Mexico. He was 59. Thornton

and Visual Sci-

2010, from pneu-

completed residencies in general and

ences (1968-78),

monia; he also

plastic surgery at University Hospital

died January 19, 2011. He was 94. Hen-

had been battling

after receiving his medical degree from

derson earned his M.D. and a master’s

cancer. During

the University of California, Irvine. He

in anatomy at Occidental College before

medical school

established a practice in the Central

coming to the U-M for his Ph.D. and

Coast area of California, where he

residency training. He joined the U-M

of Pennsylvania, Keats served in World

worked and resided for 23 years. Dona-

faculty in 1948. A clinician and surgeon,

War II as part of the Army Specialized

tions in his memory may be made to

Henderson introduced corneal surgery

Training Program. Following a radiology

the Bartlett Professorship in Pediatric

to the department and helped found the

residency at the U-M, he served as cap-

Surgery, 1000 Oakbrook Dr., Suite 100,

Michigan Eye Bank.

tain in the Army Medical Corps during

Ann Arbor, MI, 48104.

Friends
Theodore E. Keats, M.D. (Residency

at the University

the Korean War. At the time of his death,

Frank N. Ritter, M.D. (Residency

Keats was an active alumni professor

John Lyman Zimmerman (M.D.

1960), died No-

of radiology in the University of Virginia

1951), 86, of Bellevue, Ohio, died Febru-

vember 16, 2010.

School of Medicine, where he chaired

ary 25, 2010, following a lengthy illness.

He was 82. Ritter

the Department of Radiology for 29

He left his undergraduate studies at

completed his

years. Keats and his wife, Patricia, who

Oberlin College in 1943 to become a

M.D. at St. Louis

survives, have generously supported the

B-17 pilot in the U.S. Army Air Corps.

University School

U-M Department of Radiology.

Based in England during World War II,

of Medicine and

Zimmerman was co-piloting a plane

a master’s at the

Thomas R. Berglund (M.D. 1959), 76,

which was shot down, and he subse-

U-M. From 1950-57 he served in the U.S.

died January 18,

quently was captured and held as a

Air Force in San Antonio, Texas, where he

2011. He practiced

POW for nine months before being

taught flight medicine and researched

family medicine in

freed. He returned to Oberlin in 1945

the effects of space travel on the ears of

Kalamazoo for 48

and entered the U-M Medical School in

pilots and crew. He then completed an

years, and during

1947. Zimmerman completed resi-

ear, nose and throat (ENT) residency at

his career served

dency training in internal medicine and

the U-M, and joined the U-M faculty in

as president of the

pathology in Ohio, followed by fellow-

1964. In the early 1970s, Ritter entered

ship training in Louisiana. Beginning in

private practice at St. Joseph Mercy

Medical Society and as chair of the

1957, he practiced at several hospitals

Hospital in Ann Arbor, and participated

American Medical Political Action Com-

in central northern Ohio. In 1960 he

in the U-M ENT residency training pro-

mittee. Berglund and his wife gener-

became the pathologist at Memorial

gram. He then rejoined the U-M faculty

ously established the Jill and Thomas

Hospital in Fremont, where he later co-

as a clinical professor, retiring here in

Berglund, M.D., Scholarship Fund in the

founded ZIRRM Pathology. He retired

2005. During his career at the U-M,

U-M Medical School; donations to the

in 2000, and continued his service as

Ritter received the Silver Shovel Award

fund in his memory may be sent to 1000

assistant coroner for Sandusky County

and the Senior Award, both given by stu-

Oakbrook Dr., Suite 100, Ann Arbor, MI,

until 2004.

dents. The Frank Ritter Teaching Award

48104. —MF
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LEARNING MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN TODAY

The Media and the Message
FIRST-YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT CALISTA

Harbaugh, from South Lyon, Michigan,
along with surgeon Mike Englesbe,
M.D., and other students, completed
a study last year called “Portrayal of
Organ Donation and Transplantation on
American Primetime Television,” which
will be published in the journal Clinical
Transplantation. The study attracted
the attention of Donate Life Hollywood,
a California-based organization lobbying for more accurate portrayal of
organ donation and transplantation in
the media.

INTERVIEW BY WHITLEY HILL
PHOTO BY J. ADRIAN WYLIE

“

THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND
the project is the critical shortage of organs
available for transplant. We wanted to look
at television medical dramas to see what
messages are out there about organ donation.
“In an episode of ‘Grey’s Anatomy,’ the
transplant surgeon walked through the
ER to see if anyone was nearing brain dead,
so she could use the organs for her own
patient. It played on the myth that doctors
are ‘vultures,’ hungry for organs. Millions
of viewers saw that message! But we found
many positive themes, too.
“Donate Life Hollywood was excited
about the study because it showed that
there’s actually been some improvement in
the media over the past few years. But that
doesn’t change the fact that there are still
many people who have not registered as
organ donors. A lot of people just haven’t
checked that box.

”

—CALISTA HARBAUGH
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